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“Imagination is usually regarded as a synonym for the unreal. Yet is true imagination 
healthful and real, no more likely to mislead than the coarser senses. Indeed, the power 
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Polymer architecture and the advancement of molecular design using anionic 
and other controlled polymerization methods continues to be of significant research 
interest because of the tunable approach it provides, which can impact numerous 
applications ranging from thermoplastics to drug delivery systems. Among the 
numerous branched structures currently investigated, comb and graft copolymers 
continue to provide tailored materials which exhibit superior mechanical properties when 
compared to their di- and triblock linear counterparts. More specifically, the 
incorporation of two or more monomers into graft and multigraft constructions where the 
side chains are composed of a plastic (high Tg [glass transition temperature]) segment 
attached to a rubbery (low Tg) backbone has displayed much improved elastomeric 
properties for use in thermoplastic elastomer (TPEs) applications. These elastomeric 
materials continue to be dominated by compositions of styrene-isoprene or styrene-
butadiene with little attention to all-acrylic systems in which both the soft and hard 
segments are made of acrylic monomers. By using anionic polymerization, methyl 
methacrylate macromonomers were synthesized and subsequently copolymerized with 
n-butyl acrylate using reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization. In 
this manner we were able to construct the desired multigraft structures via a grafting-
through methodology. The fundamental structure-property relationships were then 




functionality, side chain molecular weight, and volume percent of the glassy PMMA 
[poly(methyl methacrylate)] segments affects the overall mechanical performance of the 
branched material. This allowed us to show the ability to dramatically control the overall 
strength and elasticity of the all-acrylic multigraft copolymers, as well as to demonstrate 
a versatile synthetic technique that has the ability to be adapted for the synthesis of 
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CHAPTER 1.  
INTRODUCTION AND SYNTHESIS OF COMB AND GRAFT POLYMERS 








Abstract   
This introduction reviews the current synthetic methodology for producing comb and 
other graft architectures, with an emphasis on branched copolymers that are analogs to 
linear triblock copolymers used in thermoplastic elastomeric applications. In addition to 
the synthetic procedure, a brief discussion into the structure-property relationship for 
multigraft copolymers will be presented to emphasize how architecture can be used as 
a tailorable parameter to optimize the physical properties of a material. It will become 
apparent that styrene-isoprene systems, including both linear and branched materials, 
have been extensively investigated, and have laid the blueprint for more in-depth work 
for all-acrylic materials that are also major contributors to the commercial market as 





The polymerization of vinyl monomers, notably styrene, alkyl methacrylates, alkyl 
acrylates, vinyl chloride, dienes, acrylic and methacrylic acids, are of significant 
importance with about half of the commercially produced polymeric materials based on 
them.1 These vinyl monomers exhibit a wide variety of unique physical properties which 
allows them to be used in applications such as elastomers, surface coatings, insulation, 
flooring, packaging, piping, impact modifiers, to just name a few.1-3 Additionally, the 
properties that are exhibited by vinyl polymers are governed by compositional make up 
that includes molecular weight (which include number-average (Mn) and weight-average 
(Mw) molecular weight), chain architecture, and chain functionality.1, 4, 5 The physical 
properties displayed by the polymer can be significantly effected by parameters such as 
molecular weight distribution (Mn/Mw, MWD) and by both the number and length of the 
chain branching. The ability to control the molecular parameters of molecular weight, 
MWD, and branching depends on the polymerization method employed to synthesize 
them. Vinyl monomers are capable of being polymerized by numerous methods 
including free radical, ionic (both anionic and cationic), and coordination polymerization 
processes. Among these processes classical free radical polymerization (FRP) is the 
most widely used in industry, but is being expanded to the techniques of controlled 
radical polymerization (CRP) and ionic methods, which allows for superior control and 
the synthesis of more well-defined polymers. 




Initiation: The initiation step decides the polymerization method and can consist of the 
dissociation of a neutral molecule into two primary radicals (R*) or a charged 
nucleophile or electrophile (produced by carbanion or carbocation, respectively), all of 
which are generically termed the initiator (I).6, 9 Monomers that bear polymerizable vinyl 
double bonds are attacked by the initiator species, starting the polymerization, to 
produce the propagating chain-end (P*). 
Propagation: The process where the propagating monomer adds to the double bonds of 
monomers repetitively and the polymeric chain grows in the number of repeat units, 
termed the degree of polymerization (DP), and molecular weight.  
Termination: The quenching of the propagating polymer chain and can occur under 
desired conditions to promptly end the polymerization reaction or arise from undesirable 
chain-end coupling, disproportionation, or backbiting side reactions. The use of CRP 
and ionic polymerization techniques reduces the effects of propagating polymer 
termination by undesirable side reactions to produce a ‘living’ or ‘quasi-living’ system 
resulting in more narrowly disperse samples and will be discussed in the later sections.   
 
1.2 Anionic Polymerization 
Living anionic polymerization, which was elegantly performed by Michael Szwarc 
in 1956, provides a versatile method for the synthesis of macromolecules having a low 
degree of compositional heterogeneity.10-14 The term ‘living’ refers to the ability to grow 




propagation without termination or chain transfer reactions.10 It is this living property to 
makes anionic polymerization well suited for achieving linear block copolymers and 
various types of branched structures including stars, combs, and dendrimers.3, 15-18 The 
most elementary of anionic polymerizations is that of styrene initiated by an 
organometallic compound, commonly sec-butyllithium (s-BuLi), in hydrocarbon solvent 
under inert conditions (Scheme1.1). 
The general mechanism for anionic polymerization is again broken down into the 
three basic steps of initiation, propagation, and termination. The initiation mechanism 
and the rate of initiation for anionic polymerization each depend on the structure of both 
the initiator and monomer. Ideally, the rate of initiation happens much more rapidly than 
the rate of propagation, allowing for very narrow MWDs, and happens by either the 
direct ion addition, as in the case with the lithium compounds, or by the formation of 
more ionic bonds, which is experienced with higher alkali metals.6, 9 During the 
propagating stage of the polymerization styrene monomers are continuously added the 
propagating chain-end, free of termination, until the monomer is completely consumed. 
The rate of propagation is governed by a number of factors including strength of the 
counter ion, the monomer being polymerized, and solvent polarity. These factors result 
in different degrees of carbanion and counter ion association and results in different 
propagation rates. In nonpolar hydrocarbon solvent the larger alkali metal cations do not 
















propagation rate. Additionally, in the case of alkyl-lithium initiators in non-polar 
hydrocarbon solvent the length of the carbon chain and connectivity aids in the solvation 
of the initiating species, reducing ion-pair association, resulting in a faster initiation and 
enabling better control of the polymerization (Scheme 1.2 and Table 1.1).19-21 When a 
more polar medium is used, such as tetrahydrofuran, lithium metal cations are more 
strongly solvated which reduces the effect of ion-pair association, again increasing the 
propagation rate. The order of solvating power and propagating rate constant for 













Alkyl Non-polar Polar Solid state 
Methyl - 4 4 
Ethyl ~6 4 4 
n-Butyl ~6 ~2.5 6 
s-Butyl 4 ~1 - 




(L/mol s) at 25oC 
Na+ Tetrahydrofuran 80 
Na+ 1,2-Dimethoxyethane 3600 
Li+ Tetrahydrofuran 160 
Li+ Benzene 10-3 ≤ X ≥ 10-1 












Similarly, the monomer structure is another consideration for the initiation and 
propagation steps when using anionic polymerization, especially when synthesizing 
block copolymers by sequential monomer addition. Vinyl monomer stability is based on 
the anions formed by nucleophilic addition and the pKa value for the conjugate acid of 
those anions. Thus, the least stable monomers are those that have large pKa values for 
the corresponding conjugate acids and by increasing the electrophilicity one can 
increase the polymerization rate.11 In the case of sequential addition to construct block 
copolymers monomer reactivity is again extremely important to consider because a 
monomer can only initiate a second monomer that is an equivalent or weaker 
electrophile (Figure 1.1). 
As mentioned earlier, there are a few important consequences of having 
termination- and transfer-free polymerizations. First is the ability to synthesize polymers 
with predictable molecular weight. The number-average molecular weight, Mn, of the 
final polymer is the grams of reacted monomer/moles of initiator and because of the 
constant active chain-end the first-order time-conversion plot would be linear Figure 
1.2.13, 14, 22 Secondly, this technique allows for the preparation of macroinitiators, 
macromonomers, functional, graft, and star polymers that will be discussed in detail 












 Figure 1.1. Relative nucleophilicity for commonly used monomers. 
Figure 1.2. Ideal ‘living’ polymerization characteristics: (a) First-order time conversion plot and 





1.3 Controlled Radical Polymerization 
The general requirement for controlled radical polymerization is to reduce the 
undesirable occurrences of chain termination and chain transfer. In order to achieve the 
‘quasi-living’ characteristic in CRP the propagating radical chain-end concentration is 
reduced by fast equilibrium between a dormant and active state.23, 24 This exchange 
equilibrium through the active-deactivate process are frequent enough to allow all of the 
living chains to grow more uniformly which governs the molecular weight and MWD.23 
Several strategies have been developed to allow propagating chain-end radicals to exist 
in this reversible equilibrium, most notable are the techniques are that of atom transfer 
radical polymerization (ATRP), nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP), and reversible 
addition-fragmentation transfer polymerization (RAFT), which all are based on the 
underlying principal of the rapid and dynamic equilibrium exchange between the 
dormant and active state such that the kdeact>>kact.25 In this thesis we will only focus on 
RAFT, but it worth noting that all CRP methods must meet the criteria of:26-28 
1. The initiation of chains should be fast and quantitative (Ri ≥ Rp). 
2. The number of terminated chains should be small in comparison to the total 
chains. 
3. The dynamic exchange between the dormant and active states must be 




Each CRP system has its own advantages and disadvantages and again we will be 
focusing on RAFT, but the recent works of Matyjaszewski and Grubbs are suggested for 
a general introduction to ATRP and NMP.29, 30  
 
1.3.1 Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer (RAFT) 
Polymerization  
The CRP technique of RAFT was first reported by Chiefari et al. in 1998 with the 
key feature being the addition-fragmentation equilibrium of the thiocarbonylthio 
compound, shown in Scheme 1.3.31, 32 The initiation and radical-radical termination 
occur by the same mechanism as in conventional radical polymerization with the 
primary defining step of this system involving the use of a chain transfer agent (CTA) 
that caps the free radicals generated upon initiation. In the beginning stages of the 
polymerization, depicted in scheme 1.3, the addition of a propagating radical (Pn*) to the 
CTA and produce the [RS(Z)C-S-Pn (1)] compound is subsequently followed by the 
fragmentation of the intermediate radical providing the polymeric thiocarbonylthio 
compound of [PnS(Z)C=S (2)] and a new radical (R*). The reaction of this newly formed 
radical (R*) with free monomers forms a new propagating radical chain-end (Pm*). The 
rapid exchange equilibrium between the active propagating radicals of Pn* and Pm* and 
the dormant polymeric thiocarbonylthio compounds (2 and 3) provides narrowly 
dispersed polymers because of the probability that all chains have equal probability to 









Scheme 1.3. The mechanism of RAFT polymerization by radical initiation and showing the addition 




constant of the active and deactivate state, opposed to the rate of initiation to the rate of 
termination as is the case for classical free radical polymerization, and molecular 
weights can be targeted similar to the anionic living system but by basing the number of 
polymer chains on the CTA concentration rather than on the initiator concentration.23, 31 
At the end of the reaction most polymer chains retain the thiocarbonylthio end-group 
and often produce a yellowish tint to the polymer powder.  
A wide array of monomers have been polymerized using RAFT to give well-
defined polymers with controlled molecular weights and compositions. Commonly 
investigated monomers such as styrene, acrylates, methacrylates, and vinyl acetates 
are known to be well suited for RAFT methodology, while monomers with unprotected 
primary and secondary amine functionality and dienes are generally incompatible with 
RAFT technology.31 The monomers which bear vinyl conjugated systems are typically 
able to stabilize the propagating radical.  
 One of the major advantages of the RAFT technique is that it is carried out under 
the same conditions as classical free radical polymerization with exception to the 
addition of a CTA or RAFT agent.33 The CTA is the defining feature of RAFT and a wide 
variety of thiocarbonylthio compounds, including dithioesters, dithiocarbanates, 
xanthates, and trithiocarbonates have been shown to effectively control the 
polymerization system.34 The effectiveness of the CTA depends on the monomer being 
polymerized and is determined by the properties of the free radical leaving group (R) 




radicals (Scheme 1.4).31, 35-37 The following must be considered when choosing a RAFT 
agent: 
1) The initial RAFT agent and the polymer-RAFT agent should have a reactive 
C=S double bond (high kact). 
2) The intermediate radicals should fragment rapidly and give no side reactions. 
3) The intermediate should partition in favor of products.  






Scheme 1.4. The addition and fragmentation, creating the polymers dormant and active 




Reaction conditions including initiator, temperature, pressure, and solvent have 
also been investigated to see there role in producing stable propagating chain-ends 
resulting in a controllable system. The general guideline for the initiator concentration 
for RAFT polymerization is that the molar ratio of the CTA to the amount of initiator 
decomposed should be 10:1.31, 37 Additionally, because AIBN is a common radical 
source, the temperature of the reaction must be greater than the thermal decomposition 
temperature of the initiator, thus, RAFT polymerizations using thermal initiators are run 
between 50 °C and 100 °C. RAFT polymerizations have been demonstrated in both bulk 
and in solution where both systems provide good control. However, in the solution 
polymerization higher molecular weights are generally achieved with solvents such as 
toluene, benzene, DMF, and MEK being commonly employed because they provide 
good solubility for the monomer, CTA, resulting polymer, and do not interfere with the 
propagation chain causing transfer to solvent termination. Lastly, performing the 
polymerization under high vacuum and under inert gas pressure demonstrates the best 
quasi-living properties and reduces the termination events to produce more narrowly 
dispersed polymer samples.38 These are only general guidelines for RAFT 
polymerization and may not apply to a specific system in question, but because of the 
usefulness and ease of the RAFT methodology a large literature library for individual 
systems have been constructed over the last decade.  
Even though many systems have been produced and demonstrated to yield 




the RAFT polymerization technique is not without its disadvantages. Three of the major 
draw backs include a) reactions of vinyl esters require high temperatures, b) the use of 
the highly efficient dithioesters as CTAs is expensive and leaves behind a color and 
odor, and c) there is always a low molecular weight radical available for termination. In 
spite of these shortcomings, the number of papers on applications of RAFT 
polymerizations continues to expand. At the same time, there has been no reduction in 
the number of investigators that explore RAFT polymerization and an increase in the 
number of papers that seek to both improve the process and further define the intimate 
details of the mechanism.31 
 
1.4 General Aspects of Graft Copolymer Synthesis  
Well-defined branched structures have continued to gain attention throughout the 
polymer community because of their unique properties that can be tuned through 
chemical design; therefore, these materials can address numerous applications ranging 
from thermoplastics elastomers and high-impact plastics to pressure-sensitive 
adhesives, additives, and foams.17 Over the past twenty-five years, the synthesis of 
model branched structures has expanded to include a variety of living/controlled 
polymerization methods, as well as approaches incorporating a combination of 
techniques. These developments have been accelerated by advancements in anionic, 
cationic, and radical polymerization methods including: ring-opening polymerization, 




polymerization, reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization, and 
nitroxide-mediated polymerization.16, 18, 39 Although anionic polymerization methodology 
is limited to a rather small range of monomers, this method offers the maximum control 
over the polymerization without experiencing chain transfer or other termination events, 
incomplete monomer conversion, and decreased grafting efficiencies.18, 40-43 Obtaining 
superior synthetic control is not only significant to synthetic polymer chemist, but the 
availability of well-defined, precisely tailored polymers is critical to polymer physicists 
and engineers for use in development of a fundamental understanding and correlation 
between polymer architecture, molecular composition, and physical properties to tailor 
and pursue materials for specific applications.39  
Comb and graft copolymer architecture consist of a linear polymeric backbone 
having one or more polymer side chains attached by covalent bonds.2, 17, 39 Comb 
structures are the simplest form of these branched materials because the molecular 
composition of the main chain and branches are comprised of the same. In contrast, 
graft copolymers are comprised of a backbone and side chains that differ in chemical 
composition.15, 44, 45 The structures of both comb and graft copolymers are defined by 
three structural factors depicted in Figure 1.3: (1) the molecular weight of the main 
chain, (2) the molecular weight of the side chains, and (3) the distance between graft 
chains.46 
Optimum control of the polymerization is the basis for the synthesis of precise, 

















(1) Molecular weight of main chain
(2) Molecular weight of graft chain
(3) Distance between graft chains




consist of monodisperse side chains covalently bound to a monodisperse main chain, 
with branch number, branch point spacing, and branch point functionality all being 
precisely controlled.47 Anionic polymerization has most nearly achieved this ideal 
structural makeup, providing an array of branched structures, comprised of a verity of 
junction functionality and placement. However, most anionic graft copolymers synthesis 
reported to date, because of their mechanism, yield a controlled average number of 
graft branches per molecule and random spacing distribution of graft branches along 
the backbone.11 There are three general methods for the synthesis of grafted polymers 
(Scheme 1.5):11  
(1) Grafting onto: where the backbone polymer chain contains heterogeneously 
placed functional groups, X, that will react with another macromolecule with a 
chain-end antagonistic reactive functional group, Y.  
(2) Grafting from: where the active sites are generated along the polymeric 
backbone, giving way to a pseudo multifunctional macroinitiator, to be used in 
the initiation of the second monomer. 
(3) Grafting through: where a living polymer chains is end-capped with an 
unsaturated monomeric head-unit, forming a macromonomer that will undergo 






























1.4.1 Grafting Onto 
The grafting onto method involves the nucleophilic attack of the living polymer 
side chains along the main chain at suitable electrophilic sites, with anhydrides, esters, 
pyridine, or benzylic halides functional groups being the most commonly utilized.3, 18, 47 
The branching sites along the polymer main chain can be generated by post-
polymerization modification or by copolymerization with a monomer that bears the 
desired pendant functional group. Under appropriate reaction conditions, a coupling 
reaction between the backbone and side chains will result in the covalently bound comb 
of graft copolymer architecture. A key advantage to this method is that before the 
coupling reaction both the polymer side chains and polymer backbone can be 
characterized independently. Measuring the molecular weights of the grafted product 
and the homo- or copolymer precursor allows the number of branches, or the grafting 
efficiency, to be obtained. 
The most common grafting onto approach utilizes chloromethylation of 
polystyrene depicted in Scheme 1.6.48 Using this method and living poly(ethylene oxide) 
oxyanions by anionic polymerization results in the synthesis of PS-g-PEO.53 
Additionally, PS graft copolymers containing poly(2-vinylpyridine), poly(4-vinylpyridine), 
poly(methyl methacrylate), and poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) side chains were produced 
by the partial chloro- and bromomethylation of the anionically prepared PS main chain 
followed by the coupling reaction with the living chain-end anions of the side chains.49-53 




pendant group resulted in the undesirable metal-halogen exchange, altering the 
functionality of the branched polymer.54-56 Conversion of the chloromethyl group into a 
chlorosilyl moiety, established by Rahlwes and coworkers, resulted in the quantitative 






The described linking reactions occur through nucleophilic attack of the living 
poly-anion upon the backbone, with the successful reaction often requiring the reduction 
of the reactivity of the chain-end anion to avoid side reactions. Living polycarbanions 
may be end-capped with 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE) for this purpose.58 By using the 
DPE and chloromethylated approach, more complex architectures have been 
synthesized by slight modifications to the grafting onto strategy. Graft copolymers with 
“V-shaped” and “Y-shaped” side chains were produced by the combination of controlled 
radical and living anionic polymerization techniques (Scheme 1.7).59 The V- and Y- 
Scheme 1.6. The chloromethylation of poly(styrene) to introduce reactive pendent groups 




shaped structures were obtained by the TEMPO-mediated copolymerization of styrene 
and vinybenzychloride to produce the backbone and the side chains were produced by 
a PS macromonomer, end-capped with a DPE derivative, reacting with a second living 
PS or PI side chain. Lastly, the final V- or Y-shaped living branched segments were 
reacted with the benzylchloride functionality randomly distributed along the backbone. 
The final notable grafting onto approach is the preparation of poly(butadiene) and 
poly(isoprene) graft materials using a chlorosilylane after post-polymerization 
hydrosylation of the polydiene backbone.60-62 The anionic polymerization of butadiene in 
benzene, results in a linear backbone with >90% 1,4-addition. The hydrosylation 
reaction using (CH3)SiHCl creates chlorosilate groups at the pendant double bonds of 
the 1,2-polybutadiene units. The subsequent reaction with living PS or PBd anions 
produces the randomly branched comb or graft copolymer structure Scheme 1.8. 
Additionally, increase functionality of the branching sites can be introduced through the 
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1.4.2 Grafting From 
The grafting from approach employs the creation of active sites along the 
polymer backbone, which serve to initiate the polymerization of the monomer that will 
become the side chains. The primary disadvantages of this approach is that the side 
chains cannot easily be isolated for independent characterization, making it more 
difficult to ascertain the chain length and grafting density. Secondly, the anionic 
synthetic procedure produces a rich ionic, macroinitiator composition that leads to poor 
solubility, which results in poor control of the polymerization.3, 15, 47, 65 However, this 
methodology is considered particularly attractive for use in controlled radical 
polymerization techniques since there is a low concentration of instantaneous 
propagating species present, limiting coupling and other termination events, and the 
continuous growth of side chains effectively relieves steric effects.39  
Grafting from by anionic polymerization is most often accomplished through acid-
base chemistry, with the major advancement of this technique being the introduction of 
the superbase.47, 66-68 This metallation by organometallic compounds, in the presence of 
a strong chelating agent, i.e. TMEDA, has been shown to produce main chain active 
sites of allylic, benzylic, and aromatic C-H bonds (Scheme 1.9). Several groups 
demonstrated this by producing various poly(diene-g-styrene) materials.69-74 
A second important approach using the grafting from method is the removal of 
the acidic hydrogens on amide, alcohol, or phenol groups using tert-BuOK. The 











oxide.75 One example of this was demonstrated by Pispas and coworkers, where 
styrene and p-tert-butoxystyrene were copolymerized and after the deprotection of the 
tert-butyl group ethylene oxide was polymerized using phophazene base to produce the 
PS-g-PEO (Scheme 1.10).76 Additionally, the same team synthesized thermo-
responsive brush copolymers with poly(propylene oxide-r-ethylene oxide) side chains 






Scheme 1.10. A grafting from approach by ring opening poly(ethylene oxide) using a 




1.4.3 Grafting Through (The Conventional Macromonomer 
Approach) 
The grafting through method relies on the formation and polymerization of a 
macromonomer, which are oligo- or polymeric chains characterized by a polymerizable 
head group at the chain-end. Following this methodology, the side chains are first 
covalently bound to a polymerizable moiety at the chain-end to form the 
macromonomer. When the macromonomer undergoes the homopolymerization with 
itself molecular bush architecture is produced, but it is more commonly to copolymerize 
in the presence of a second monomer to produce the comb or graft architecture. The 
grafting through approach requires consideration of important synthetic factors, but 
offers access to reasonably well-defined grafted structures, with well-defined side 
chains and backbones, more easily than other grafting methods based upon anionic 
polymerization.78, 79 The most important consideration is the reactivity disparity of the 
macromonomer (M1) and the comonomer (M2), typically expressed in reactivity ratios r1 
and r2 described by the Mayo-Lewis copolymerization equation (eqn. 1.1):80 
 
d[M2]/d[M1] = (1+r2 [M2]/[M1])/(1+r1 [M1]/[M2])     (1.1) 
 
Generally, ionic mechanisms exhibit a greater discrepancy between r1 and r2, resulting 
in limited control of branch placement and number of branch point junctions. Additional 




fluctuations in concentration between the macromonomer and comonomer(s), and 
phase separation due to the formation of the copolymer can lead to greater 
compositional and molecular weight heterogeneity of the final branched product.3, 15, 47 It 
is important to note the primary advantage to this strategy is the final graft architecture 
does not contain unreacted branch point junctions, that is to say there are no unreacted 
functional sites present along the main chain, allowing for confident determination in 
grafting efficiently and the average number of branch points. 
The most common methodology for producing graft architectures by the grafting 
through approach is an in situ technique utilizing chlorosilyl moieties that do not require 
the isolation or the macromonomer as a purification step. The synthesis of the 
macromonomer involves the slow addition of living polymer to 4-
(chlorodimethylsilyl)styrene (CDMSS) depicted in Scheme 1.11.81, 82 This is made 
possible by the selectivity of the substitution reaction between the organolithium and 
silyl chloride rather than with the styrenic double bond. Additionally, end-capping the 
living polymer with a few butadiene units prior to the introduction of CDMSS provides 
greater control as a result of the selectivity for Si-Cl over the styrenic double bond being 
PBdLi > PILi > PSLi.83 This method also allows for the synthesis of multifunctional 
macromonomers consisting of double and triple tailed structures to produce 
multifunctional branch point junctions, shown by Hadjichristidis and coworkers.84, 85 
More recently, the in situ macromonomer approach has been extended by 










Scheme 1.11. The synthesis and subsequent polymerization of a poly(butadiene) 
macromonomer in with styrene to produce poly(styrene)-g-poly(butadiene) with randomly 




























Scheme 1.12. In-situ approach to produce branched architectures by using a verity of 




1.4.4 More Advanced Methods to Achieve Exact Graft Copolymers 
with Superior Control of Macromolecular Architecture 
The methods discussed previously can, under appropriate and strict conditions, 
allow for control of side chain and backbone length. However, they provide only 
statistical control over the number of branch points per molecule and the spacing of the 
branch points. Over the last two decades progress in living anionic polymer synthetic 
techniques has prompted better control over these parameters and in the successful 
creation of many novel branched architectures including bottlebrush, π-shaped, H-
shaped, super-H-shaped, pom-pom, and structures incorporating dendritic motifs.41, 89-97 
The synthesis of graft copolymer systems containing regular branch point spacing has 
been achieved primarily through the use of chlorosilane coupling chemistry, first 
demonstrated in 1990 with the synthesis of PI-g-PS.98 This chemistry has evolved from 
essentially the production of an A2B miktoarm star to the synthesis of multigraft 
copolymers having regular branch point spacing and tunable branch point functionality. 
This macromonomer strategy is based on step-growth polymerization to produce 
regularly spaced tri-, tetra-, and hexafunctional branch point junctions, termed regular 
comb, centipede, and barbwire architectures, respectively, and have been studied in 
detail for PI-g-PS systems (Figure 1.4).99, 100 The construction of the tri-, tetra-, and 
hexafunctional multibranched architectures relies on the same general methodology of 














Figure 1.4. Poly(isoprene)-g-poly(styrene) multigraft copolymers termed (a) comb, 
(b) centipede, (c) and barbwire possessing tri-, tetra, and hexafunctional branch 




choice of chlorosilane linking agent. In the case of the synthesis of the centipede 
structure, living PSLi is slowly added to SiCl4 (vacuum titration) to obtain a coupled PS 
product with two terminal PS chain-ends and a SiCl2 bonds in the middle of the chain. 
The PS-SiCl2-PS chains are then reacted with difunctional PI, in slight excess, yielding 
the well-defined multigraft copolymers with a PI backbone and PS branches (Scheme 
1.13).99 It is important to note that the last step of this synthetic method is a 
polycondensation reaction yielding a PDI of 2 and allows for the number of branch point 
junctions to be controlled through stoichiometry. In contrast with the synthesis of the 
centipede and barbwire architectures, the synthesis of the comb structure requires no 
titration and is simply achieved by reacting living PS with an excess of 
methyltrichlorosilne, which can be removed by high-vacuum, and then introducing the 
difunctional living PI segments. This strategy produced branched polymers exhibiting 
regular branch point spacing, tunable branch point functionality, and is capable of 
extremely high molecular weights with the incorporation of more than 10 branch point 
junctions.99, 100 
Additionally, the synthesis of ‘exact’ graft copolymers has been demonstrated by 
utilizing the macromonomer approach based on DPE moieties. Since DPE shows no 
self-addition behavior, the dependence on reactivity ratios of the macromonomer and 
comonomer can be avoided. This technique, seen in Scheme 1.14, was initially shown 








Scheme 1.13. Synthesis of the centipede poly(isoprene)-g-poly(styrene) multigraft copolymer 




and asymmetric structures through the use of the living polymer chains without initiation 
and propagation of the sterically hindered vinyl group. However, stoichiometry is crucial 
in this strategy in order to obtain complete initiation of the DCMSPDE double bond, 
without leading to linear side products.81, 102, 103 
A second exact grafting strategy (Scheme 1.15) was developed by Hirao and 
coworkers involving the repeating of three reaction steps using a double-DPE 
macromolecule:104 
(1) A transformation reaction of the α-terminal tert-butyldimethylsilyloxypropyl (SiOP) 
group into bromopropyl function via deprotection of the SiOP group followed by 
bromination. 
(2) A linking reaction of α-SiOP-ω-DPE-functionalized living PS with α-terminal 
bromopropyl-functionalized PS to prepare an α-SiOP-in-chain-DPE-funtionalized 
PS backbone chain with the introduction of a DPE moiety between the two PS 
chains. 
(3) An addition reaction of PSLi with the DPE moiety to introduce a PS graft chain. 
This general synthesis method has been extended to the polymer of combinations of 
P2VP-g-PS, PtBMA-g-PS, PS-g-PI, PS-g-PMMA, and poly(ferrocenyl 
methylmethacrylate)-g-PS; the maximum number branches attached was 6 but in 




























Scheme 1.14. Synthesis of poly(isoprene)-g-poly(styrene) with regularly spaced branch point 












1.5 Morphology of Graft Copolymer 
It is well known that block copolymers undergo phase separation and self-
organization on different length scale, ranging from nanometers to hundreds of 
nanometers as a result of molecular weight, block composition, the solvent chosen for 
film casting, annealing time and temperature, ect.17 Additionally, it is the intrinsic 
parameters such as block copolymer architecture and the interaction parameter (χ) that 
determines the nature of the morphologies of these block copolymers.108 Furthermore, 
by manipulating interactions between the two phases with individual control of the Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter of the two blocks and the overall degree of 
polymerization (χN), or often displayed as the volume fraction (ƒ) of each component, 
the micro-phase separation can be controlled to produce morphologies of spheres, 
cylinders, gyroid, and lamellae.108-110 The morphology diagram for neutral, diblock 
copolymers has been mapped out by self-consistent field theory (SCFT) and is good 
agreement with experimental studies of these systems.111-116 Figure 1.5 shows the 
phase diagram for A-B diblock copolymers exhibiting the various morphologies in a 
specific window of ƒ and χN. 
Until 20 years ago, very little was known about how long chain branching of 
polymers impacts the morphology of the material. It wasn’t until Milner’s work and 
development of the SCFT model for the effects of architecture and conformational 
asymmetry on “opposing polymer brushes,” which approximated the morphology shift 








Figure 1.5. Phase diagram for general A-B linear diblock copolymers and their corresponding 




architecture from an AB diblock to A2B, A3B, and A4B miktoarm stars, keeping the 
composition constant, would systematically alter the morphology of these materials in 
order to achieve the preferred flat interfacial region between segments. These 
predictions were subsequently verified through experimental results117-120 To apply this 
theory to more complex multigraft copolymers, the constituting block copolymer 
hypothesis (Figure 1.6) must be employed. This concept is based on the premise that 
the overall phase behavior of a grafted copolymer is governed by the local behavior 
associated at each of the junction points.95, 121-123 Additionally, the existing theories of 
miktoarm star and asymmetric linear diblocks can thus be applies to predict the overall 
behavior of the graft architectures because of their structural similarities at the local 
branched junctions.117, 124-126 
Although controlling morphology of graft copolymers has been demonstrated, the 
main difference between the morphological ordering between linear diblock AB 
copolymers and the multigraft systems is that the branched graft materials do not exhibit 
the same degree of long range ordering. Furthermore, it has been shown experimentally 
that increasing the branch points per molecule further suppress the long range 
ordering.127, 128 Figure 1.7 depicts the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images 
of the microphase-separated domains of a hexafunctional PI-g-PS multigraft copolymer 
containing the same volume percent of PS with different branch point junctions and the 
increases in ordering as the number of branch points decreases.99 Subsequently, small-




of the microphase separation and agreed with the TEM image.129 In addition to branch 
point number, the uniformity of branch placement has also been demonstrated to 
control the morphology of the material at large. This behavior is again related to the 
overall morphology being determined by the local microphase separation at the junction 
point subunits.128 The findings also concluded that the branch point placement was 





Figure 1.6. Representing a centipede multigraft copolymer as a series of connected 









Figure 1.7. TEM images of barbwire poly(isoprene)-g-poly(styrene) multigraft copolymers that contains 21 vol.% PS with 




1.6 Polymer Architecture and TPEs 
One of the primary applications for these multigraft copolymer architectures is for 
use as thermoplastic elastomers, which are characterized by consisting of both plastic 
and elastomeric properties and do not rely on crosslinking to provide structural 
reinforcement and elastic recovery. Conventional TPEs are based on linear ABA triblock 
copolymers composed of glassy end blocks and an elastic middle block. Commercial 
examples of this class of materials are Kraton® from Kraton Polymers and products of 
BASF (Styroflex®), Chevron-Phillips, and others that use PS as the high glass transition 
(Tg) material and polydiene for the low Tg segment. Advanced nanostrength elastomers 
based on acrylic monomers are also present in the commercial market by Kuraray 
(Kurarity®) and Arkema that uses PMMA and PnBA as the hard and soft components, 
respectively. Although TPEs are more expensive than conventional crosslinked 
elastomers, they offer the advantages of faster, less energy intensive processing and 
the ability to be recycled and recast. 
TPEs exhibit their desirable physical properties as a result of their morphological 
features. It is well understood that the soft, flexible phase controls the elastomeric 
properties while the hard, glassy phase controls the tensile stress of the material. The 
role of bulk morphology on the physical properties of the material is shown to strongly 
influence mechanical behavior and achieving high elasticity relies on the hard phases 
being dispersed in a continuous soft phase.130-132 By tailoring the volume fraction of 




and exploited for the desired application. The influence of chain architecture of 
multigraft copolymers on the mechanical properties has been demonstrated to 
significantly improve the properties of strain and break and tensile strength. Figure 1.8 
displays the stress-strain behavior of well-controlled PI-g-PS with regularly spaced 
branch point junctions and their rupture elongation exceeding their linear counterparts 
by nearly 500%.127, 133, 134 Additionally, the authors showed that both strain at break and 
tensile strength was linearly dependent on the number of branch points (Figure 1.8) and 
that randomly branched structures yielded similar results.127, 135, 136 
In addition to the commercially available TPEs based on styrene and isoprene or 
butadiene monomers, all acrylic linear triblock copolymers composed of alkyl 
methacrylates for the glassy block and alkyl acrylates for the rubbery block have also 
been commercialized. The advantage of the all-acrylic composition is the improved 
weatherability, UV and heat resistance, their optical transparency, and the large library 
of available functional acrylate monomers that can be incorporated into both the rubbery 
and glassy blocks. However, the two major limitations of these materials is the 
undesirable side reactions when producing the (meth)acrylate monomers by living 
anionic polymerization and the mechanical properties, such as stress and strain at 
break, of the materials are considerably lower when compared to SIS materials.137, 138 
One of the major producers of these PMMA-PnBA-PMMA (MAM) materials is 









Figure 1.8. Stress versus strain curves of regularly spaced (top-left) and randomly spaced (top-right) 
multigraft PI-g-PS samples. The strain at break for regularly spaced centipede PI-g-PS multigraft copolymer 
samples with different number of branch points (bottom right) and the maximum tensile strength of various 




termed the LA system, by using a Lewis base combined with di-phenoxyalkyl 
aluminum.139, 140 The robust alkyl aluminum additive contributes to the stability of the 
enolate anion because of its steric structure (Figure 1.9), allowing insertion of the acrylic 
monomer under the most suitable conformations that exclusively results in no residual 
homo- or diblock segments and very narrow molecular weight distributions during the 
two-step monomer feeding polymerization (Figure 1.10).141 The kinetic studies of the 
polymerization of MAM linear triblock copolymers by the LA system suggests that the 
aluminum acts as an accelerator for the propagating center and the polymerization rate 
is proportional to the aluminum concentration.142 These results not only indicate the 
aluminum additive coordinates to stabilize the propagating chain-end, but at the same 
time, allows the polymerization to be performed at higher temperatures, optimized at -10 
oC for the acrylate monomer and +50 oC for methacrylate monomer. Increasing the 
polymerization temperature reduces the slightly syndiotactic addition (rr/rm/mm = 
61/36/3) within the PnBA segment and reduces the crystallization within the rubbery 
block which increases the softness and flexibility of the material at room temperature, 
preferred in elastomer applications (Figure 1.11).142 
The MAM copolymers produced using the LA system commercially by Kuraray 
have great mechanical and morphological characteristics over analogous materials 
synthesized by controlled radical polymerizations, such as ATRP. The LA system 
technique produces a final bulk MAM material absent of any non-triblock chains, which 











Figure 1.9. Stabilization structure of the anionically polymerized living acrylate monomer by the 
Aluminum additive used in the LA system.142 
Figure 1.10. The effect of the steric alkyl groups of the Aluminum coordinating additive on the 
control of the polymerization (a) and the SEC elugram of the MAM linear triblock copolymer 















Figure 1.11. The partial syndiotactic addition of the nBA monomer and the resulting 
crystallization in the PnBA rubbery middle block (Tm at 50 oC) when the MAM triblock 
copolymers are synthesized a low temperature (-78 oC, left) which is not seen with 




the overall mechanical and self-assembly characteristics of the material.142, 143 The 
linear MAM triblock copolymer produced using the LA system by Kuraray goes by the 
trade name of Kurarity® and is produced at several grades, ranging from low to high 
PMMA content and molecular weights of ≥75 kg/mol (Figure 1.12), for a variety of 
applications.142 The mechanical properties of the various grades of Kurarity® can be 
seen in Figure 1.13, where the tensile strength is highlighted in order to illustrate the 
effect of PMMA content on the observed strain and stress at break values. 
Microphase separation between the rubbery PnBA and the glassy PMMA phases 
is also observed in commercially produced MAM linear triblock copolymers using both 
TEM and AFM. Kuraray has nicely illustrated by TEM both microphase separation and 
the presence of long range ordering to of their MAM triblock copolymers produced using 
the LA system, Figure 1.14.142 The TEM images display partial sizes of the PMMA 
domains to be <50 nm and the transition from cylindrical to lamellar morphology as the 
PMMA wt.% is increased from around 20% to 50%. Additionally, the MAM linear triblock 
copolymers produced by ARKEMA were investigated using AFM and shown in Figure 














Figure 1.12. Grade map of MAM triblock copolymers produced by Kuraray.142 












Figure 1.14. TEM images of Kurarity® composed of 23 wt.% (a), 30 wt.% (b), and >50 wt.% (c) PMMA (dark regions). The images 
depicted short cylindrical morphology (a), long cylindrical morphology (b), and lamellar morphology (c) with less than 50nm 












Figure 1.15. AFM phase image of an MAM linear triblock copolymer composed of 15 wt.% 




1.7 The Scope of this Thesis 
The fundamental synthesis and properties of multigraft copolymers has been 
explored and the results have been discussed throughout this introductory chapter. To 
date, numerous synthetic procedures in order to produce unique branched materials 
and understand their structure/property relationship have been shown. Based on these 
previous works we have set out to extend the synthetic methodology for producing 
multigraft copolymers, keeping the possibility of industrial scale-up in mind, and to 
thoroughly investigate the lesser-studied acrylic-based TPEs, with the goal of 
understanding the fundamental aspects of their observed bulk mechanical properties 
and to optimize them through targeted synthesis.  
Over the next few chapters three distinct portions of the all-acrylic multigraft 
copolymer for use in TPE applications will be discussed and provide a logical path 
through the synthesis, characterization, and structure/property relationship of these 
novel materials. We began by developing a synthetic strategy that would provide the 
controlled synthesis of PnBA-g-PMMA with controlling the tunable parameters of 
backbone and side chain molecular weights, volume fraction between the hard and soft 
acrylic segments, and the average number of branch point junctions per molecule. The 
numerous PnBA-g-PMMA samples were then well characterized in order to accurately 
define the structure and composition of the synthesized material. Subsequently the 
mechanical, thermal, and morphological properties were investigated to understand the 




Finally, we turned our attention to the synthesis and characterization of more advanced 
multigraft architectures that contained three phases and discuss the possibilities for not 
just all-acrylic TPEs but compositions containing both acrylic and non-acrylic 
monomers. This dissertation will close with our concluding remarks and suggestions for 
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CHAPTER 2.  
THE SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ALL-ACRYLIC 









Abstract   
The synthesis of poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl methacrylate) multigraft 
copolymers was accomplished via the grafting through approach. The two controlled 
polymerization techniques of anionic, using high vacuum conditions, followed by 
reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization yielded the desired 
poly(methyl methacrylate) macromonomer and all-acrylic multigraft materials, 
respectively. Several multigraft samples with different side chain molecular weights, 
number of branch point junctions, and side chain volume percents were systematically 
produced. All the materials were carefully characterized using nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy and size exclusion chromatography for their structural and 
compositional determination, with the addition of matrix-assisted laser 
desorption/ionization time of flight spectrometry for monitoring the side chain 





Graft and other branched architectures often exhibit superior physical and 
mechanical properties as compared to their linear counterparts, along with providing 
additional avenues for tailoring materials to achieve improved performance for 
numerous applications.1-7 Thus, the control of the tunable macromolecular architecture 
parameters such as the side chain composition, side chain and backbone molecular 
weight, volume fraction between components, branch point incorporation and 
placement, and branch point symmetry have all been shown to influence bulk properties 
of dynamics, self-assembly, and mechanical strength.8-11 For these reasons, the 
investigation into multigraft copolymers that incorporate both plastic and rubbery 
segments has been of interest for use in thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) and impact 
modifier applications.  As discussed in the previous chapter, TPEs based on linear ABA 
block copolymers are composed of a low glass transition (Tg) middle segment with high 
Tg chain-end segments, however, recently TPEs based on multigraft copolymers have 
been demonstrated where the low Tg segment is the backbone and high Tg segment is 
the branched side chains.8, 12 In this class of materials the most recognizable is 
styrene/diene (SIS or SBS) rubbers where the hard phase is polystyrene and the soft 
phase either isoprene of butadiene.  
TPEs composed of all–acrylic monomers in ABA block copolymers, most 
commonly using poly(n-butyl acrylate) (PnBA) as the soft phase and poly(methyl 




and adhesion properties thoroughly investigated.13-15 Additionally, graft architectures 
exhibiting a PnBA backbone and PMMA side chains have been produced, but are not 
nearly as well studied as compared to their SIS and SBS branched counterparts.16-23 
Our interest in obtaining a better understanding of the structure-property relationship of 
the all-acrylic TPE system was the motivation to construct a novel synthetic method to 
produce defined branched architectures where various structural and compositional 
parameters could be altered for optimizing both the synthesis and mechanical 
properties observed by the desired material. 
 In this work, we report the synthesis and characterization of poly(n-butyl 
acrylate)-g-poly( methyl methacrylate) (PnBA-g-PMMA) multigraft copolymers via the 
grafting through approach. Initially, the construction, purification, and characterization of 
the PMMA macromonomer will be discussed, and subsequently followed by the 
copolymerization of the PMMA macromonomer with n-butyl acrylate to yield the final 
multigraft materials. Additionally, the structural differences of the all-acrylic multigraft 
samples produced will be addressed in preparation for the following chapters where the 







Methyl methacrylate (MMA, Sigma-Aldrich, >99%), n-butyl acrylate (nBA, Sigma-
Aldrich, >99%), tetrahydrofuran (THF, Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%), 1,1-diphenylethylene 
(DPE, Sigma- Aldrich, >99%), benzene (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.9) and 1-(tert-
butyldimethylsiloxy)-3-butyl lithium (tBDMS-Li, FMC Lithium) were all purified according 
to standards required for anionic polymerization as previously reported.24, 25 2,2-
Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, Aldrich 90%) was recrystallized before use and the S-1-
dodecyl-S’-(α,α’-dimethyl-α’’-acetic acid)trithiocarbonate chain transfer agent (CTA) was 
synthesized following the procedure previously published by Lai et al.26 The tert-
butylammonium fluoride (Sigma-Aldrich, 1.0 M in THF) was used as received. 
Triethylamine (TEA, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) and acryloyl chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥97%) 
were distilled over CaH2, stored over activated molecular sieves, and purged with Argon 
prior to use. 
 
2.2.2 Synthesis of the Poly(methyl methacrylate) Macromonomer 
The anionic polymerization of the PMMA macromonomer was carried out in 
sealed, all-glass apparatus using well documented high-vacuum polymerization 
techniques.24, 27 All the reagents in ampoules, including MMA, lithium chloride, DPE, 




purging the reactor with a lithium-based washing solution. The polymerization was 
performed in dry THF in a -78 oC acetone/dry ice bath. The polymerization of PMMA 
was initiated using a silyl-protected alkyl-lithium in order to yield a chain-end functional 
group functional site for subsequent post-polymerization reactions.28-30 Prior to the 
introduction of MMA, the solution was a deep red color that is indicative of Li active DPE 
and becoming a pale yellow color with after the initiation of the MMA monomer. The 
living PMMA was quenched with methanol after 1h and precipitated in a methanol/water 
(10:3) solution, and vacuum dried overnight at 60 oC.  
The synthetic procedure for producing hydroxyl-terminated PMMA was 
performed by the simple desilylation reaction of the protecting group with excess 
tetrabutylammonium fluoride in dry THF for 18h. The reaction took place under argon 
purge at room temperature. The resulting polymer was purified by removal of THF 
solvent and re-dissolving into chloroform for removal of salt and excess 
tetrabutylammonium fluoride by liquid-liquid extraction using chloroform and water. The 
hydroxyl-terminated PMMA was then re-precipitated using a methanol/water (10:1) 
mixture and dried in the vacuum-oven overnight. 
The final step utilized the nucleophilic addition/elimination reaction between 
acryloyl chloride and the terminal alcohol present on the PMMA chain in the presence of 
TEA. The dried polymer from the previous step was re-dissolved using dry THF from the 
vacuum line and purged with argon atmosphere. Slight excess stoichiometric amounts 




hydroxyl-functionalized chain-ends (OH:TEA:acryloyl chloride, 1:1.5:1.5). The reaction 
was performed at room temperature and allowed to proceed for 18h. Again, the excess 
TEA and salt produced was removed using a chloroform-water extraction and followed 
by freeze-drying the polymer using benzene. This three step synthetic methodology 
produced quantitative yields of well-defined PMMA chains with a terminal polymerizable 
head group. 
 
2.2.3 Synthesis of All-Acrylic Multigraft Copolymers 
The PnBA-g-PMMA multigraft copolymers were successfully synthesized by 
RAFT radical polymerization using a trithiocarbonate chain transfer agent. The PMMA 
macromonomer, nBA, AIBN, and CTA reagents, amounts shown in Table 2.1, were 
added to a single-neck round-bottom flask, capped with a rubber septum, equipped with 
a single side-arm with a stopcock and male glass joint and dissolved in 15 -20 mL of 
benzene. The polymer/solution mixture was placed on the high-vacuum line and 
subjected to three freeze/thaw cycles. After the last freeze/thaw cycle the mixture was 
sealed using the stopcock, warmed to room temperature, placed under slight argon 
positive pressure, and then removed from the vacuum line. The apparatus was then 
place into a 75 oC oil bath and stirred vigorously. The reaction time was between 36-48 
h and terminated by introducing a 1mL of methanol and rapidly cooling the reaction 




 The purification of the newly synthesized multigraft copolymers was performed 
by adding THF to the solution to reduce the viscosity of the reaction solution and 
precipitating drop-wise into excess methanol. This procedure was performed twice; the 
first solution discarded will be milky in nature and contain partially soluble unreacted 
macromonomer PMMA chains while the second methanol precipitation yields a 
transparent discard solution. The pale yellowish, transparent material was then dried in 
the vacuum oven overnight at 60 oC before characterization or film casting (discussed in 
later chapters). The general nomenclature for the synthesized multigraft copolymers, 
first demonstrated in Table 2.1, is MG-n-m-o: where MG stands for multigraft, n 
represents the PMMA side chain molecular weight, m represents the average number of 
branch points per molecule, and o represents the PMMA volume percent. 
 
2.3 Characterization 
Number-average molecular weights, Mn, and polydispersity indices, Mw/Mn (PDI), 
of all samples were determined by size exclusion chromatography using a Polymer 
Labs GPC-120 unit equipped with a Precision Detector PD2040 (two-angle static light 
scattering detector), a Precision Detector PD2000DLS (dynamic light scattering 
detector), Viscotek 220 differential viscometer, and a Polymer Labs differential 
refractometer. The elution solvent is THF with a flow rate of 1ml/min at 40oC. The 
column set is Polymer Labs PLgel; 7.5 x 300 mm; 10 μm; 500; 10E3, 10E5, and 10E6 





a Sample identification MG n-m-o where n is MM-PMMA side chain molecular weight observed by SEC, m is calculated average number of 
branch points using the Mp obtained from SEC and ratio of PnBA to PMMA by 1H-NMR, and o is the calculated PMMA volume fraction using 
1H-NMR. b Number average molecular weight of PMMA side chains calculated by SEC. c RAFT chain transfer agent. d Theoretical calculated 
number average molecular weight for the PnBA backbone according to the ratio of [nBA]/[CTA]. e Maximum peak molecular weight of MG 
sample calculated by SEC. f Polydispersity indices for MG samples calculated by SEC.  
 
 
Table 2.1. Synthesis and characteristics of poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl methacrylate) multigraft copolymers synthesized 














Macromonomerd x 102 
(mmol) 
CTAc x 102 
(mmol) 











20.92 6.70 1.50 4.00 179 111 1.59 
MG 5.3-2.0-16.7 10.46 4.70 3.50 4.00 38.3 29.5 1.64 
MG 5.3-5.4-18.3 13.95 5.28 0.75 2.00 238 95.4 1.52 
MG 5.3-9.2-25.7 10.46 7.15 0.75 2.00 179 93.3 1.55 
MG 11.7-2.6-16.0 
11.7 
27.90 3.55 1.60 4.00 223 127 2.04 
MG 11.7-5.3-22.2 20.93 4.05 0.75 2.00 358 179 2.38 
MG 11.7-3.6-27.7 10.46 3.35 1.50 4.00 89.4 78.2 1.49 
MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 13.95 3.97 0.75 2.00 238 93.9 1.78 




Reported molecular weights were determined by light scattering using calculated dn/dc 
values PMMA and PnBA-g-PMMA samples. In addition to molecular weight, the 
determination of branching and the construction of a Mark-Houwink plot were completed 
using the available light scattering and viscosity detectors. 
1H- and 13C-NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Varian Mercury 500 MHz 
spectrometer using CDCl3 as a solvent. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry was obtained 
on a Bruker Autoflex II model smart-beam instrument equipped with a nitrogen laser 
(λ=337 nm). The matrix used was trans-2-[3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-
propenylidene]malononitrile (DCTB, >99% Fluka) with sodium trifluoroacetate (NaTFA, 
>99% Fluka) in THF. A 1:20:0.5 ratio of PMMA:DCTB:NaTFA were the conditions used 
for plating. 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Poly(methyl methacrylate) Macromonomer 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) macromonomer samples were synthesized by anionic 
polymerization using high-vacuum and glass-blowing techniques in THF at -78 oC. The 
polymerization was initiated using a silyl-protected initiator and yielded the targeted 
molecular weights of 5.3 kg/mol and 11.7 kg/mol with PDIs of 1.07 and 1.04 
respectively. Scheme 2.1 shows the polymerization methodology, as well as, the post-
polymerization reactions of deprotection the initiating chain-end to produce hydroxyl-












reaction with acryloyl chloride and the terminal alcohol. The PMMA samples were 
purified and treated between each step as described previously in this chapter. 
The PMMA macromonomer and PMMA precursors were initially characterized by 
1H-NMR to confirm the manipulation of the polymer chain-end and quantify the 
conversion of each post polymerization step, depicted in Figure 2.1. The first step was 
confirming the successful synthesis of PMMA with the intact t-butyldimethylsiloxy 
protecting group at the chain-end. The black-line spectra in Figure 2.1 shows the 
characteristic signals at 3.53 ppm, 1.80 ppm, and 0.80 -1.00 ppm which corresponds to 
the methoxy protons, methyl protons, and vinyl backbone protons of the methyl 
methacrylate repeat unit. Most importantly the six proton signals of the Si-Me2 silyl-
protecting group is present at 0.0 ppm. 
The first post-polymerization reaction was to produce a terminal hydroxyl-
functionality at the chain-end by cleaving the silyl-protecting group using TBAF. The 
blue-line spectra in Figure 2.1 shows that the conversion to the desired HO-PMMA was 
quantitative and did not interrupt any part of the polymer chain because only the 
disappearance of the Si-Me2 peak at 0.0 ppm and the t-butyl-Si peak at 0.75ppm was 
observed. The final synthetic step for completion of the PMMA macromonomer involved 
attaching a vinyl double bond at the chain-end that could be used to polymerize through 
in the next step. The red-line spectra in Figure 2.1 shows the presence of the three 
proton signals between 5.8 and 6.2 ppm and the integration of the peaks indicated 




in the zoomed-in region and labeled according to the scheme shown in the figure. 
Further confirmation of the α-terminal vinyl group of the macromonomer and the 
precursor materials was obtained using MALDI-TOF MS. Due to the inherent 
shortcomings associated with mass analysis of macromolecules a third PMMA 
macromonomer sample was prepared targeting lower molecular weight solely for 
obtaining a well-resolved mass spectrum. Figure 2.2 shows the MALDI spectrum of the 
PMMA macromonomer sample with the enlarged potion to show the monoisotopic peak 
value of 2,219.74 m/z. The corresponding 19-mer [307.17(C21H23O2) + 19 × 
101.12(C5H9O2) + 22.98(Na+) – 31.02(OCH3)] peak has a calculated monoisotopic 
mass of 2,220.41 g/mol. The calculated mass includes the macromonomer-DPE head 
group, the methyl methacrylate monomer repeat units, the Na+ proton source used to 
promote ionization, and the loss of 31.02 g/mol, which corresponds to the cyclization 
and extraction of the pendent methoxy-group located on the terminal monomer unit, 
previously reported in the MALDI-TOF analysis of PMMA.31 Additionally, the MALDI-
TOF spectra of the silyl-protected, hydroxyl-terminated, and final PMMA 
macromonomer can be viewed in Figure 2.3. The peaks are labeled to the calculated 
number of repeat units to show the 115.08 g/mol mass loss from cleaving of the tBu-
Si(Me2) group (tBDMS-PMMA, bottom spectrum) to yield hydroxyl-terminated PMMA 
(HO-PMMA, middle spectrum). The PMMA macromonomer mass spectra (MM-PMMA, 
top spectrum) shows the addition of 55.59 g/mol corresponding to the addition of the 











Figure 2.1. 1H-NMR spectra of the silyl protected PMMA (black), the hydroxyl-terminated 
PMMA (blue), and the desired PMMA macromonomer (red). The enlarged section 




















Figure 2.3. MALDI-TOF mass spectra overlay of the silyl protected PMMA (bottom), the 




2.4.2 All-Acrylic Multigraft Copolymers 
The synthesis of the all-acrylic multigraft copolymers were carried out by RAFT 
polymerization of nBA and a synthesized PMMA macromonomer via the grafting 
through approach (Scheme 2.2), the details of the synthetic method were previously 
described in an earlier section. The molecular weight and polydispersity indices of the 
graft copolymers were obtained by SEC equipped with light scattering, viscometry, and 





Additionally, the SEC curve in Figure 2.4 shows the purified multigraft copolymer 
and the PMMA macromonomer peak to demonstrate that there is no residual unreacted 
PMMA macromonomer present in the sample. The graft copolymer peaks show a 
unimodal distribution with PDIs between 1.5 and 2.4 for all of the samples. The broad  
Scheme 2.2. The general synthetic procedure for poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl 








a Sample identification MG n-m-o where n is MM-PMMA side chain molecular weight observed by 
SEC, m is calculated average number of branch points using the Mp obtained from SEC and ratio 
of PnBA to PMMA by 1H-NMR, and o is the calculated PMMA volume fraction using 1H-NMR. b 
Number average molecular weight of PMMA side chains calculated by SEC. c Number average 
molecular weight of MG sample calculated by SEC. d Maximum peak molecular weight of MG 
sample calculated by SEC. e Polydispersity indices for MG sample calculated by SEC. f Average 
number of branch points per MG chain calculated using 1H-NMR and the Mp calculated by SEC. g 
Average PMMA volume percent per MG chain calculated using 1H-NMR. 
 
  













111 168 1.59 4.9 14.4 
MG 5.3-2.0-16.7 29.5 58.1 1.64 2.0 16.7 
MG 5.3-5.4-18.3 95.4 139 1.52 5.4 18.3 




127 175 2.04 2.6 16.0 
MG 11.7-5.3-
22.2 171 237 2.38 5.3 22.2 
MG 11.7-3.6-
27.7 78.2 119 1.49 3.6 27.7 
MG 11.7-6.1-
34.0 93.9 151 1.78 6.1 34.0 
MG 11.7-3.7-
38.1 54.1 76.4 1.59 3.7 38.1 
Table 2.2. Synthesis and characteristics of poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl 




PDIs are a result of both the RAFT polymerization technique, which often yields 
polymers with PDIs between 1.2 and 1.5 for linear homopolymers, and an inherent 
consequence of the macromonomer approach to produce branched materials, where 
the addition of one branch junction produces a significant change in the overall 
molecular weight. This also explained why the PDIs for the MG samples composed of 
the longer, 11.7 kg/mol, PMMA side chains are generally broader than the samples with 
the lower molecular weight side chains. 
The compositions of the graft copolymers were measured by 1H-NMR, MG 11.7-
6.1-34.0 represented by the blue spectra in Figure 2.5. The spectrum allows for the 
integration of the PMMA macromonomer methoxy proton signal (3.5 ppm) with the β-
CH2- proton signal of the PnBA butyl-pendent group (3.8 ppm) allowing for the 
calculation of the average number of branch points and the volume fraction of each 
acrylic monomer. Furthermore, the disappearance of any -CH2- vinyl signals (5.8-6.2 
ppm) confirms that the sample is free of both unreacted nBA monomer and PMMA 
macromonomer. 
To confirm the presence of branching and the validity of the average number of 
branches calculated by NMR, viscometry was used with the triple detection system 
equipped on the GPC. Viscometry is often employed for determining the extent of 
branching in a polymer sample by exploiting the difference in size, or density, between 
linear and branched polymers. More specifically, because branching within a polymer 







Figure 2.4. SEC elugram of a poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl methacrylate) multigraft 
copolymers (solid line) and the PMMA macromonomer used in the polymerization (dashed line) 
Figure 2.5. 1H-NMR spectra of the 11.7 kg/mol PMMA macromonomer (red) and MG 11.7-




intrinsic viscosity ([η]) will be reduced at any given molecular weight. In Figure 2.6 the 
intrinsic viscosity and radius of gyration are plotted against the molecular weight where 
the reduction in both molecular size and viscosity can be easily observed over the entire 
molecular weight range. Additionally, the log-log plot of viscosity and weight-average 
molecular weight, also termed the Mark-Houwink plot, again demonstrates the lower 
observed intrinsic viscosity decrease with the increase in branch point junctions and 
shows very little dependence on the difference in molecular weight of the PMMA side 
chains (Figure 2.7). It is important to note that we were unable to directly calculate the 
degree of branching from the Mark-Houwink plot because the linear precursor does not 
contain a PMMA block with the same vol.% as each of the multigraft samples, but 
qualitatively it does support the branching number calculated by NMR. 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
All-acrylic multigraft copolymers composed of PnBA backbone as the rubbery 
phase and PMMA side chains as the plastic phase were synthesized using the grafting 
through approach. The PMMA macromonomer was produced using anionic 
polymerization and because of the nature of the living chain end of PMMA a protected 
initiator was employed to ensure complete chain-end functionalization, followed by two 
post polymerization reactions that showed nearly quantitative conversion. RAFT 
controlled radical polymerization was employed and optimized to produce the final 









Figure 2.6. Intrinsic viscosity and Rg versus molecular weight for various multigraft samples 
to showing the lower viscosity and chain dimensions for the branched architectures 










Figure 2.7. Mark-Houwink plot of log intrinsic viscosity versus log molecular weight of various 
multigraft samples. All branched materials exhibit a lower intrinsic viscosity than the linear PnBA 
standard, as well as, decrease according to the average number of branch points per polymer 
chain calculated by SEC and 1H-NMR. Additionally, the enlarged selection displays the average 
number of branches per molecule in the in the same color of its respected line to show the 




use of anionic and controlled radical polymerization procedures allowed for molecular 
weights >100 kg/mol to be achieved with considerable control over branch point 
incorporation and the volume fraction of each segment. All materials were characterized 
using NMR and SEC to calculate molecular weight values, volume fraction of each 
component, and the average number of branch point junctions per chain; additionally 
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CHAPTER 3.  
THERMAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ALL-ACRYLIC 
MULTIGRAFT COPOLYMERS WITH DIFFERENT GRAFT CHAIN 








Abstract   
Multigraft copolymers composed of rubbery poly(n-butyl acrylate) backbones and 
randomly spaced glassy poly(methyl methacrylate) side chains were synthesized using 
a grafting through approach to produce materials that exhibit thermoplastic elastomeric 
properties. The multigraft materials were initially characterized by differential scanning 
calorimetry and thermal gravimetric analysis to gain insight into the thermal stability and 
molecular motion of the low and high Tg segments. The mechanical properties were 
investigated using a combination of dynamic mechanical analysis, rheology, and tensile 
testing to examine the viability for these materials to be used as next generation TPEs 
and to understand the role of side chain molecular weight, the number of branch points 
and volume fraction of the glassy segment on the physical properties displayed by the 
bulk material. This study sheds light on the mechanical behavior and reveals important 





All-acrylic monomers in linear ABA triblock compositions, using PnBA as the 
rubbery matrix and PMMA as the glassy domains, have been extensively studied by 
numerous groups and are currently manufactured for commercial use as TPEs and 
adhesives by companies such as Arkema®. Typical MAM linear triblock TPEs display 
rupture elongations ranging from 200% to 600% strain with ultimate tensile stress 
values reported as low as 0.03 MPa to about 1.0 MPa.1-3 The mechanical performance 
of these all-acrylic materials was found to be directly related to the extent of phase 
separation between the two polymer segments and the average molecular weight 
between chain entanglement of the rubbery phase, both of which are less suitable for 
dissipating deformation stress when compared to SIS and SBS triblock copolymers.4-7 
Analogous to the styrene-diene based systems, it was found that tailoring the volume 
fraction of the glassy phase to ~20 vol.% resulted in the best TPE characteristics, with 
the stiffness of the material being directly related to the PMMA content and increasing 
with an increase in the PMMA vol.%.4, 6, 8, 9 
 Branched materials, such as 3-arm PnBA-PMMA stars and regular-comb 
multigraft copolymers using PnBA and PMMA, have also been synthesized and studied 
in order to design materials with novel architectures and topologies to address 
elastomeric and stiffness issues associated with all-acrylic TPEs. 3, 10-13 The introduction 
of branching allowed further tailoring of the mechanical behavior of these materials 




acrylic branched architectures were reported to exhibited similar elongations at break as 
their linear counterparts, but ultimate tensile stresses were increased to >1.0 MPa and 
was again shown to be directly related to the amount PMMA content present in the 
sample.3, 12  
 In this chapter, we investigate the mechanical behavior of the PnBA-g-PMMA 
multigraft copolymers synthesized in Chapter 2 with particular interest in the PMMA side 
chain length and the number of branch point junctions on the observed physical 
properties. This work provided the basis for our understanding of how the all-acrylic 
multigraft system differs from the more well-studied styrene-diene system and allows for 
understanding of their structure-property relationships. Our branched materials 
highlighted in this chapter are comparable or superior to their linear TPE counterparts 
currently available on the commercial market. Additionally, the greater ability to tune 
structure and composition in branched materials allows us to produce materials that 
exhibit elastomeric behavior over a broad range of stiffness values. 
 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Synthesis of PnBA-g-PMMA multigraft copolymers 
All experimental details for preparation of these materials are presented in 
Chapter 2. Additionally, Table 2.2 in the previous chapter contains structural and 





3.2.2 Mechanical properties: sample preparation 
For characterization of the thermal properties, the multigraft copolymer samples 
were used directly as obtained after precipitating using methanol and drying under 
vacuum for 24h.  
 Film preparation for the characterization by dynamic mechanical analysis, tensile 
testing, and rheology were all performed using the same procedure. The precipitated 
and dried multigraft copolymer samples were dissolved in toluene overnight to form 
polymer solutions of ~2 w/v% in a sealed vial. The next day the solution was transferred 
into PTFE beakers and the toluene was slowly evaporated over five days. The PTFE 
beakers containing the polymer films were then placed into a clean, vacant, vacuum 
oven and dried for an additional week at room temperature and at 60oC for five and two 
days, respectively. Using liquid nitrogen the films were retrieved from the beakers and 
cut to the desired dimensions prior to use. 
 
3.3 Characterization 
The Tg of each multigraft copolymer, precursor macromonomer, and linear PnBA 
analog was determined using a TA Instruments Q-1000 differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) over a temperature range of -80 oC to 150 oC, at a heating rate of 10 oC/min, with 
2 minute isothermal holds at the minimum and maximum temperatures. The reported Tg 




The thermal stability and decomposition thermogram were obtained for each 
multigraft copolymer, precursor macromonomer, and linear PnBA analog on a TA 
Instruments Q-50 TGA. A 10-20 mg sample was placed in a platinum pan and 
equilibrated at 30 oC. The temperature ramp rate was set to 10 oC/min over the range of 
30-600 oC under nitrogen atmosphere.  
 The mechanical properties were examined using a TA Instruments Q-800 
dynamic mechanical analyzer equipped with a single cantilever clamp. The controlled 
force experiments were run at 25 oC to observe the stress/strain curve and the 
temperature ramp/frequency sweep experiments were run at 0.5 Hz over temperature 
range of -80 oC to 150 oC. Additionally, tensile testing was performed on a Zwick Z010 
mechanical tester at a deformation rate of 27 mm/min with an initial gauge length of 12 
mm and sample type ISO 527-2/5B. The results for each sample is reported as the 
average of three runs. 
The linear viscoelastic properties of the multigraft samples were evaluated using 
small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements  on a Hybrid Rheometer 2 from TA 
Instruments. Polymer samples were analyzed using 3 mm and 20 mm parallel plates at 
low and high temperatures, respectively. The temperature was controlled by an 





3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Thermal Properties 
Prior to investigating the mechanical properties of the synthesized multigraft 
copolymers, the materials were characterized using DSC and TGA in order to observe 
the Tg of the corresponding rubbery and plastic phases and determine their thermal 
stability. The results from TGA and DSC also provided preliminary results for the 
presence of phase separation within the materials and qualitatively confirmed the 
PMMA content, but more importantly these tests revealed what thermal conditions 
should be used for film casting and annealing. Initially, DSC of the PMMA 
macromonomer and a linear PnBA prepared by RAFT with a similar molecular weight 
and PDI to the backbones of the graft samples (Mn = 160 kg/mol and PDI = 1.48) were 
measured and each displayed a single, sharp Tg with a midpoint of -50 oC and 105 oC 
respectively. The DSC thermographs of the multigraft materials displayed a similar Tg 
for the rubbery PnBA component at -45 oC, however, the Tg corresponding to the 
glassy PMMA phase of the copolymers was masked in the majority of the samples. The 
high Tg curve is observed in samples MG 11.7-3.7-38.1 and MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 because 
of their higher, >30 vol.%, PMMA content. Figure 3.1 shows the DSC thermograph of 
sample MG 11.7-3.7-38.1 where the glass transition temperature of the PMMA side 
chains is observed, additionally, the zoomed potion of the figure shows the first 
derivative of heat flow versus temperature where the change in slope can be viewed 











Figure 3.1. DSC thermograph of MG 11.7-3.7-38.1 which displays a glass transition 
temperature for each of the acrylic components. The zoomed portion displays the 
derivative heat flow versus temperature of the MG sample (bottom) over the highlighted 




result is in agreement with the findings published by Mijovic and co-workers, along with 
more recent work involving PI-g-PS copolymers with comb architectures.14, 15 Their 
results concluded that the glassy PS domains consist of poorly ordered microphase 
segregated domains that effectively mask the high Tg material. Moreover, polydispersity 
of the graft copolymers can lead to the dissolution of the short randomly spaced PMMA 
segments into the soft PnBA phase, which again disguises the presence of the high Tg 
material.  
After determining the presence of both the low and high Tg components, the 
thermal stabilities of the various multigraft samples, PMMA macromonomer, and a >100 
kg/mol linear PnBA sample were established using TGA (Figure 3.2). The thermal 
decomposition of the PMMA macromonomer exhibits a two-step process with about 
25% weight loss occurring around 295 oC and the remaining 75 % weight loss occurring 
over a temperature range of 320-405 oC. The linear PnBA displays a single-step 
decomposition over a much broader temperature range starting at around 270 oC with 
complete weight loss occurring by 405 oC. The graft copolymer TGA thermograms also 
demonstrates a two–step thermal decay resulting from the presence of the PMMA 
component and because the composition of PMMA is only ~10 to 35 vol.% of the 
multigraft copolymer the initial decay accounts for a lower weight loss percentage than 
the PMMA macromonomer alone, generally ranging from 10 to 15 weight %. In addition 
to the weight loss versus temperature, the derivative of weight change against 









Figure 3.2. Thermal analysis of various MG samples using TGA. The weight % versus 
temperature (top) displays the presence of PMMA side chains because of the two-step 
decomposition. Additionally, the derivative weight change versus temperature 
(bottom) qualitatively supports the PMMA amount of each MG sample by increasing in 




content, regardless of the molecular weight of the PMMA graft side chain, which 
confirms qualitatively that our characterization using NMR and triple detector SEC of the 
PMMA content is accurate. 
 
3.4.2 Mechanical Properties 
The effect of composition and side chain molecular weight on the mechanical 
properties of five branched copolymer samples were explored using DMA, tensile 
testing, and rheology. Previous works have shown, using styrene and isoprene 
multigraft copolymers, that architectural heterogeneity does effect the morphology of the 
graft copolymers and thus influences the mechanical properties of the material, 
however, the authors demonstrated that the number of branch point junctions and 
branch point functionality are much more impactful on enhancing the mechanical 
properties.9 According to their results, we should suspect the bulk mechanical behavior 
for the all-acrylic system to be less influenced by branch point placement and heavily 
dominated by number of branch points and the volume ratio of the hard and soft 
components. To begin the characterization into the bulk mechanical properties of the 
all-acrylic multigraft materials, DMA was employed to obtain preliminary stress/strain 
values at room temperature and the storage and loss modulus as a function of 
temperature in order to see how these properties can be tuned by manipulation of the 
glassy PMMA side chain. The stress versus strain curves of five multigraft samples 













Figure 3.3. Stress versus strain values for several MG samples composed of both 5.3 and 11.7 
kg/mol PMMA side chains. The final elongation values are not the elongation at rupture, but the 




below 500 strain %, with one notable trend being the samples synthesized using the 
higher, 11.7 kg/mol, molecular weight side chains, exhibiting higher strength regardless 
of volume percent when compared to those with the lower, 5.3 kg/mol, molecular weight 
PMMA graft chains. These results indicate that by increasing the PMMA content of the 
multigraft copolymer the strength of the material can be enhanced, suggesting the 
presents of phase separation between the rigid PMMA domains and rubbery PnBA 
phases within the material, despite side chain molecular weight. Additionally, it is the 
multigraft materials composed of the higher molecular weight side chains that produce 
far superior elastic properties because of their increasing degree of tethering within the 
glassy domains, which effectively strengthens the physical crosslink of the hard phase 
and results in greater resistance during elongation.8  
The same trend can be seen in Figure 3.4 where the elastic modulus and stress 
values at 400% strain versus PMMA volume percent further demonstrates the 
importance of side chain length, allowing for adequate chain entanglement by the 
PMMA side chains, followed by the percent of PMMA incorporated into the material. It is 
important to note that these strain values are not the strain at break of the material, but 
the limitations of the DMA instrument which has a maximum crosshead displacement of 
only ~24 mm. 
DMA was also used to evaluate the storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan 
delta over a temperature range from -80 oC to 175 oC. Shown in Figure 3.5 are DMA 
















Figure 3.4. Elastic modulus (bottom) and stress value at 400 strain % (top) versus PMMA 
volume fraction of the five samples used in the previous stress/strain figure depicting the 




we see two transition temperatures, one corresponding to the Tg of the rubbery PnBA 
matrix and the other from the Tg of the glassy PMMA domains, and because DMA is a 
much more sensitive technique for determining the thermal transition temperatures we 
are also able to observe the existence of phase blending by the Tg of the rubbery phase 
migrating from -45 oC in DSC to -20 oC. This result was observed in all multigraft 
samples and reflects the influence of the slow, controlled annealing process that leads 
to a greater number of PMMA domains, while also presenting soft segregated phase 
boundaries that will introduce an intermediate Tg similar to those previously reported.10, 
14, 16, 17 Additionally, the storage modulus plotted over the same temperature range for 
multiple multigraft samples is shown in Figure 3.6 and depicts that at low and 
intermediate temperatures the materials exhibit similar behavior, but undergo very 
different deformation and mechanical failure at high temperatures depending on the 
molecular weight of the PMMA side chains. As the temperature begins to reach that of 
the PMMA Tg the material composed of 25 PMMA vol. % of the 5.3 kg/mol molecular 
weight side chain undergoes a much greater deformation with exposed to milder forces 
and yields promptly when 100 oC is reached, while the longer graft PMMA materials do 
not exhibit complete mechanical failure until ~150 oC. Again, this provides insight into 
the morphology of the multigraft materials and shows that the degree of chain 
entanglement within the hard domains of the 5.3 kg/mol graft PMMA materials is 
substantially lower, allowing the PMMA chains to easily disentangle and slip by one 




demonstrates the stiffness of the material throughout the rubbery plateau region is 
directly correlated to amount of PMMA present in the multigraft copolymer and 






Figure 3.5. Storage modulus (black line), loss modulus (blue line), and tan delta (red line) of 
multigraft sample MG 11.7-5.3-22.2 depicting the characteristics of a thermoplastic 
elastomer, the Tgs of both the hard and soft segments, and the loss of phase separation 











Figure 3.6. DMA of various MG samples to demonstrate the materials strength and mechanical 




In-depth tensile testing was performed by collaborators at the Fraunhofer 
Institute (Halle, Germany) to measure the properties of strain at break and the 
stress/strain behavior of the material corresponding to the gauge length, allowing for the 
determination of Young’s modulus. Figure 3.7 and Table 3.1 display the stress/strain 
results for the multigraft materials, both of which were composed of the 11.7 kg/mol 
PMMA side chains, with 34.0 and 22.2 vol.% of PMMA. The two major differences we 
see when comparing to the stress versus strain curves previously discussed in this 
chapter is that the maximum stress (σM) observed by each of the material is nearly 
doubled, while the elongation is significantly reduced from that represented in Figure 
3.4. This reduction in elongation percent was to be expected as a result of measuring 
the gauge length apposed to the cast-film over the entire crosshead length, which 
includes sample deformation at the clamp prior to and throughout tensile testing, seen 
previously in the SIS system previously reported.18, 19 Regardless, both samples still 
exhibited the desired elastomeric properties with much improved strength. Additionally, 
the log-log plot of stress and draw ratio (Figure 3.8) allowed for the calculation of 
Young’s modulus, which was obtained between 0.5-1.0% strain and calculated to be 
0.38 MPa for MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 and 0.14 MPa for MG 11.7-5.3-22.2. Figure 3.8 also 
illustrates that at 22 PMMA vol.% the material behavior very much as both a plastic and 
a rubber, however, at 34 vol.% of PMMA the multigraft material exhibits a more plastic-
like response during the early region of elongation, 25-150 strain % or 1-2 log draw ratio 














c  εBd  
(%) 
 Ee  
(MPa) 
MG 11.7-5.3-22.2 0.56 0.98 279 0.14 
MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 0.70 1.34 239 0.38 
a Sample identification MG n-m-o where n is MM-PMMA side chain molecular weight 
observed by SEC, m is calculated average number of branch points using the Mp obtained 
from SEC and ratio of PnBA to PMMA by 1H-NMR, and o is the calculated PMMA volume 
fraction using 1H-NMR. b Ultimate tensile stress measured on the TA Instruments Q-800 
DMA of the film from the top to bottom clamp. c Ultimate tensile stress measured on the 
Zwick Z010 of the gauge length. d The elongation at break of the gauge length measured 






Table 3.1. The mechanical characterization of multigraft copolymers composed 











Figure 3.7. Stress versus strain of MG samples with 11.7 kg/mol PMMA side chains with 













Figure 3.8. The log-log plot of stress versus draw ratio of MG samples composed of 11.7 
kg/mol PMMA side chains and vol. % of 34.0 (orange) and 22.2% (black) to illustrate the 




Lastly, small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements were also carried out on 
a rotational rheometer to further evaluate the mechanical behavior of the branched 
materials. Figure 3.9 is the Cole-Cole plot of mostly the same multigraft samples used 
for DMA and shows that all the samples exhibit thermo-rheological complexity. 
Additionally, it is again shown that the stiffness of the material is directly related to the 
PMMA percent incorporated into the multigraft copolymer, and by using the larger 
molecular weight PMMA side chains the rubbery plateau of the material is more 
pronounced. 
The dynamic viscoelastic spectra at three representative temperatures: -35, 30 
and 150 oC (Figure 3.10) further illustrate the physical properties of the multigraft 
copolymers, as well as, insight into the phase separation behavior and how these 
properties are effected by the side chain molecular weight and PMMA volume fraction. 
At low temperatures, the mechanical behavior of the material is dominated by the 
branched polymer’s Tg and by the number of branch points incorporated into the 
backbone. The storage modulus for the polymers composed of the larger molecular 
weight PMMA side chains increase with increasing PMMA composition, however, at -35 
oC the multigraft copolymer with the shorter, 5.3 kg/mol, side chains demonstrates the 
largest storage modulus value. This can be explained by the fact that the multigraft 
sample has to contain roughly twice the amount of branch point junctions per copolymer 
because of the lower molecular weight side chains, resulting in shorter PnBA backbone 













Figure 3.9. Cole-Cole plot of various MG copolymer samples composed of both 5.3 and 11.7 
kg/mol PMMA side chains, with various PMMA vol. %, depicting how side chain length 







Figure 3.10. Dynamic viscoelastic spectra of various MG samples at -35 (left), 30 (middle), and 150 oC (right) to display the 




the overall Tg of the branched copolymer. At intermediate temperatures we again 
experience the same reduction in the resistance to deformation of the shorter side chain 
length containing material and the samples increase in the storage modulus with 
increasing PMMA content. It is at high temperatures, 150 oC, that we again obtain 
evidence that the physical crosslink is much weaker and less entangled within the 
shorter graft PMMA side chains sample because of the immediate liquid-like behavior 
with the onset of the Tg of the glassy component. The multigraft copolymer samples with 
the larger molecular weight side chains also go through a transition from solid-like to 
liquid-like at this temperature, but because there still exists phase-separated regions the 
transition is prolonged. 
 
3.4.3 Application of the non-affine tube model to elastomer 
systems 
To further understand the physical properties exhibited by the bulk multigraft 
material based on the micro-mechanical properties, the non-affine tube model was fit to 
the observed stress-strain of the all-acrylic samples MG 11.7-5.3-22.2 and MG 11.7-6.1-
34.0 that underwent tensile testing at the Fraunhofer Institute. The two common models 
applied to describe the stress response versus the elongation ratio, in terms of the 
chemical (Gc) and physical (Ge) cross-link modulus, for elastomeric materials are the 
slip-tube model and the non-affine tube model.20, 21 The advantage of the latter model is 




offers a minimum set of parameters which are easily correlated to the materials 
behavior, however, it does require the experimental elongation/recovery to undergo 
several iteration cycles to conclusively correlate the model fitting to the observed stress-
strain characteristics.22 Additionally, the non-affine tube model also yields a parameter 
representing the portion of elastically active entanglements (n), which is defined by 
ne/Te, where Te is the Langley trapping factor and describes the probability of that a 
certain entanglement becomes permanently trapped.22, 23  
 Application of the non-affine tube model to the all-acrylic multigraft copolymers 
composed of 22.2 and 34.0 vol. % PMMA of the longer 11.7 kg/mol side chains is 
shown in Figure 3.11(a) and (b), respectively. Again, the application of the rubber 
elasticity model is not recommended in the first deformation cycle because of the 
significant amount of viscoelastic and plastic deformation and is the result of the large 
theoretical deviation at elongation ratios (λ) >2.0. More specifically, during the first 
deformation cycle the physical cross-links are not fully stable and the grafted hard 
phase may be pulled out of their domains or interactions between other grafted, hard 
phase, domains will be fragmented. For this reason the fit range was limited to λ=1-1.5 
for sample MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 and λ=1-2 for sample MG 11.7-5.3-22.2. The observed Gc, 
Ge, and n values for each sample are outlined in Table 3.2. As expected both Gc and Ge 
increase with the increased PMMA vol.% resulting in an increase of the chemical cross-
link modulus and greater amount of chain pullout or fracturing of the initial plastic 




where a larger amount of PMMA content also correlates to an increase in the number of 
branch point junctions resulting in shorter molecular weight PnBA-spacer segments 
between branches and consequently a lesser number of rubbery segmental 
entanglements between physically cross-linked domains. Additionally, the absence of a 
yield point in both the experimental (black line) and modeled (blue line) stress-strain 





Gc                   
[kPa] 
Ge                  
[kPa] n fit range 
MG 11.7-5.3-22.2 53.7±2.9 43.7±0.3 7.7±0.3 λ=1-2 















Figure 3.11. The experimental results for stress-strain by tensile testing (black 
line) and deformation characteristics modeled by the non-affine tube model 





This investigation into the thermal and mechanical properties of the newly 
synthesized all-acrylic multigraft copolymers demonstrated that by introducing the rigid 
segments as branches off the rubbery material, as opposed to the terminal ends of a 
linear block copolymer, we were able to produce TPEs with superior properties to their 
current commercial linear analogs. In addition, we also demonstrated the capability to 
improve the resistance to elongation by three orders of magnitude through manipulating 
the molecular weight of the side chain and volume percent of PMMA. It was shown that 
generally >20 vol. % of PMMA of the higher molecular weight side chains was need to 
obtain superior elastomeric properties, while materials composed of <20 PMMA vol. % 
or short PMMA graft side chains still produced materials with similar elongations without 
rupture but with much lower resistance to- and recovery from elongation. As predicted 
the strongest materials were those composed of the largest percent of PMMA and with 
the longer PMMA side chains, however, this work provides novel experimental insight 
into the presence and significance of the physically cross-linked domains of these all-
acrylic materials. The results obtained in this chapter thoroughly demonstrate the 
potential to systematically tailor all-acrylic multigraft copolymers for use as next 
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CHAPTER 4.  
MORPHOLOGY OF ALL-ACRYLIC MULTIGRAFT COPOLYMERS BY 








Abstract   
In this chapter atomic force microscopy was employed to observe the presence of 
phase separation within the poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl methacrylate) samples 
synthesized via the grafting through approach. It was found that both the volume ratio 
between the acrylic segments and the chain length of the grafted side chains affect the 
formation and size of PMMA rich domains. Force modulation imaging with atomic force 
microscopy was able to confirm the phase separation observed in the phase contrast 
images through directly probing the elastic modulus of the imaged region. The results 
observed in this section are correlated to the mechanical properties measured in the 






There is an increasing importance for linear and branched mulit-block polymers 
because of their unique, and tunable, properties in the solid state.1, 2 In the solid state 
these molecules have the tendency to phase segregate and self-assemble into ordered 
microdomains. The details of self-assembly and a discussion on the effects of the Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter, volume fraction of each component, and molecular 
architecture on the observed morphology can be found in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 
In the context of TPEs, self-assembly and solid-state morphology play a critical role in 
the exhibited bulk physical properties and ultimately the available applications that can 
be targeted. The class of materials termed TPEs are especially sensitive to 
compositional and morphological changes because of their reliance on Tgs and the 
formation of thermoplastic domains that effectively act as cross-links within the 
elastomeric domain.1 In general, ABA linear triblock copolymers for use as TPEs require 
a continuous rubbery matrix with spherical or cylindrical glassy domains, which is 
determined by the volume ratio of the hard, glassy end blocks to the rubbery middle 
segment, of the high Tg segment throughout the rubbery phase. 
 Expanding these findings and concepts to branched architectures, it was shown 
that complex graft copolymers could be understood morphologically as a series of 
fundamental building blocks characterized by the local structure of the branch point 
intersections.3-5 In the case of PI-g-PS multigraft copolymers with regular tri-, tetra-, and 




functionality and branch point number would affect the observed morphology and 
domain spacing, which exhibited consequences on the measured tensile properties.3, 6-9 
The authors concluded that the functionality of the branch point causes the described 
morphology change according to the Milner phase diagram, and that the increase in the 
number of branch points per molecule resulted in a decrease in the grain size of the 
microphase-separated domains and a reduction in long range ordering.3, 10 Additional 
work with the analogous system that exhibited random branch point placement also 
displays the characteristic microphase separated domains but disordered morphology 
resulting from the architectural disparity along the backbone causing different parts of 
the molecule to locally prefer a different morphology.5, 11 Furthermore, the lack of long-
range order did not seem to have much effect on the mechanical properties.5, 9, 11  
 Structural studies of block copolymers are most often carried out using 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), coupled with x-ray scattering (SAXS) for 
morphology conformation and domain spacing by the ratio and spacing of q*, but the 
use of this technique for soft matter requires selective staining of one component to 
create contrast within the image. The selective staining is well-documented and easily 
performed in systems containing conjugated and non-conjugated double bonds using 
compounds such as RuO4 and OsO4, respectively.12, 13 However, imaging phase 
segregation by TEM in all-acrylic systems requires more complicated staining technique 
of the PMMA phase using phosphotungstic acid (PTA) described in literature.14-17 As a 




copolymers, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been regularly employed to image the 
phase separation by scanning over an area of the sample in contact mode where the 
cantilever tip interacts with the samples surface differently according to the softness or 
rigidity of the material.18-21 In the specific cases of linear MAM triblock copolymers, the 
cantilever oscillation change can be related to the elastic modulus and therefore the 
phase signal of the AFM image clearly indicates microphase separation.1, 22-27 It is 
important to note that the AFM profile is not directly relatable to the bulk morphology of 
the material, but because the image is generated by the local contrast in the mechanical 
properties it can be used as a clear indication of phase separation between different 
segments.28 
 Another important consideration of phase segregation and self-assembly of 
PnBA-b-PMMA materials is the relatively low Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, 
reported in literature to be χ=0.04.17, 29, 30 For comparison to other commercially 
available TPE materials based on PS-PI-PS triblock copolymers, PS/PI χ=0.09, leading 
to more defined phase boundaries and less phase blending.31, 32 Phase separation and 
ordered morphologies have been reported for linear diblock and triblock PnBA/PMMA 
copolymers, but the authors also acknowledge phase blending between the two acrylic 
phases, which is known to increase with factors such as increasing PDIs, using low 
molecular weight block segments, and by introducing structural irregularity.25, 27, 30     
 In this chapter the use of AFM and force modulated AFM to confirm the presence 




be discussed. Additionally, the changes in PMMA domain size and overall 
morphological behavior will be correlated to the structural and compositional changes of 
the branched materials. The work presented in this section to illustrate the structure-
property relationship of these materials was obtained exclusively by AFM, which does 
not always reflect the bulk morphology of a material. For this reason, in-depth TEM and 
SAXS experiments are ongoing in order to observe the multigrafts bulk morphology and 




4.2.1 Synthesis of PnBA-g-PMMA multigraft Copolymers 
All experimental details for preparation of these materials refer to Chapter 2. 
Additionally, Table 2.2 in the previous chapter contains detailed structural and 
compositional details of the materials used in this chapter. 
 
4.2.2 Sample preparation for AFM imaging 
Sample preparation began by spin casting a polymer/toluene solution (2.0 w/v%) 
onto a Si-wafer, at 1500 rpm for 30 s and slowing to 300 rpm for an additional 30 s, to 
yield a film ~ 300-600 nm thick. The samples were then placed under vacuum for 24 h 




under vacuum to 150 oC, increasing the temperature by 50 oC increments and 
equilibrating over a 24 h period, and allowing 48 h at 150 oC for the thermodynamic self-
assembly process to be completed. The temperature was then slowly decreased under 
the same conditions and placed in the freezer for a few days prior to imaging. 
 
4.3 Characterization 
Scanning probe microscopy measurements were performed with an 
OmegaScope AIST-NT (Novato, U.S.). A HiRes-C19/Cr-Au (MikroMasch) with a less 
than 2 nm curvature radius probe was used at 65 kHz resonance. 
 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
All-acrylic multigraft copolymers consisting of a rubbery PnBA backbone with 
glassy PMMA side chains were synthesized by a combination of anionic and grafting 
through via RAFT polymerization. The methodology developed for the synthesis of 
these materials allowed for the parameters of volume ratio between the hard and soft 
phases, control of side chain molecular weights, and number of branches per polymer 
chain to be altered in order to relate the compositional and architectural changes to the 
corresponding mechanical and morphological characteristics. In order to evaluate the 
structure-property relationship of these materials, four multigraft samples (Table 4.1) 
were chosen systematically to observe the presence and variations of phase separation 










Mnc                           
(kg/mol) 
Mpd                                   
(kg/mol) PDIe #f 




111.3 168.2 1.59 4.9 14.4 
MG 5.3-9.2-25.7 93.3 153.2 1.55 9.2 25.7 
MG 11.7-2.6-16.0 
11.7 
126.8 175.0 2.04 2.6 16.0 
MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 93.9 150.7 1.78 6.1 34.0 
a Sample identification MG n-m-o where n is MM-PMMA side chain molecular weight observed by SEC, 
m is calculated average number of branch points using the Mp obtained from SEC and ratio of PnBA to 
PMMA by 1H-NMR, and o is the calculated PMMA volume fraction using 1H-NMR. b Number average 
molecular weight of PMMA side chains calculated by SEC. c Number average molecular weight of MG 
sample calculated by SEC. d Maximum peak molecular weight of MG sample calculated by SEC. e 
Polydispersity indices for MG sample calculated by SEC. f Average number of branch points per MG 
chain calculated using 1H-NMR and the Mp calculated by SEC. g Average PMMA volume percent per 









To begin, samples MG 5.3-4.9-14.4 and MG 5.3-9.2-25.7 were imaged using 
Tapping-Mode AFM (TMAFM) to observe the annealed films topology and phase 
separation between the rubbery and plastic segments. The first interesting observation 
is seen in Figure 4.1 of the MG 5.3-4.9-14.4 sample, which depicts no phase 
separation. This is attributed to both the partial dissolution of the short PMMA chains 
into the PnBA matrix, and the low PMMA content which does not seem to be adequate 
to produce PMMA rich clusters or domains. In contrast, the AFM images seen in Figure 
4.2 of MG 5.3-9.2-25.7 do exhibit phase separation between the PMMA (bright regions) 
and PnBA (dark regions) segments, and confirm that the side chain molecular weight is 
entirely responsible for the existence, or absence, of phase separation within the 
material. Furthermore, it indicates the significance of the number of branch point 
junctions, and as a result shorter molecular spacing between branch point junctions, in 
encouraging the formation of hard domains. Since the sample containing 25.7 vol.% 
PMMA has roughly twice as many branching junctions, the PMMA side chains are in 
closer proximity to one another, which seemingly reduces the dissolution of the side 
chains into the soft matrix and leads to a low degree of self-organization between the 
phases at the nanoscale. Additionally from the phase image in figure 4.2, it can be seen 
that the PMMA domains are large in size and loosely packed domains produced by a 










Figure 4.1. TMAFM height image (a) and phase contrast image (b) of sample MG 5.3-4.9-14.4 




In order to investigate the morphological behavior of the randomly branched all-
acrylic materials in regard to the side chain length, the MG 11.7-2.6-16.0 and MG 11.7-
6.1-34.0 were also imaged by TMAFM. The two multigraft samples composed of the 
longer PMMA side chains both exhibit phase separation and display generally 
comparable spherical, more defined, hard domains. Looking in detail at Figure 4.3, 
sample MG 11.7-2.6-16.0, the small spherical and worm-like aggregates are clearly 
visible throughout the imaged region and correspond to a mean size of 15 nm. Similarly, 
Figure 4.4 of sample MG 11.7-6.1-34.0, depicts a similar, random arrangement, of 
spherical and worm-like PMMA rich aggregates. 
Further comparison of the phase images of the MG 11.7-2.6-16.0 and MG 11.7-
6.1-34.0 samples (Figure 4.3 and 4.4, respectively) the domain size in each image is 
similar. This is confirmed in Figure 4.5 which provides a mean domain size of 15 and 19 
nm, for the 16.0 and 34.0 vol.% samples, respectively. The primary notable difference 
between the two samples is the number of PMMA domains is much greater for the MG 
11.7-2.6-16.0 sample. We attribute the increased number of PMMA domains for the 
16.0 vol.% sample to the longer PnBA segments between branch point junctions which 
leads to less available PMMA side chain segments to incorporate into the each hard 
domain, because of PMMA chain proximity, and leading to the formation of additional 










Figure 4.3 TMAFM height image (a) and phase contrast image (b) of sample MG 11.7-2.6-16.0 














In addition to conventional TMAFM, the secondary imaging technique of Force 
Modulation (FMAFM), which is a dynamic imaging mode that maps the elastic moduli of 
the material was used to confirm our previously reported results from the phase 
images.33-36 In FMAFM the cantilever is in contact with the sample and is given a small 
vertical oscillation, where the tip oscillation is much greater than the raster scan rate, 
allowing the variation in the cantilever amplitude to be directly related to the relative 
stiffness of the material. This technique is often employed for elastic materials because 
of the ability to discriminate a samples local change in stiffness at nanometer scale. 
Figure 4.6 is the FMAFM image of the two multigraft samples that are composed of the 
11.7 kg/mol PMMA side chains where the change in the materials elasticity, which is 
directly being measured in this AFM imaging mode, is visible and confirms the presence 
of phase separation between PnBA and PMMA.  
 
4.5 Conclusion 
The presence of phase separation in the all-acrylic multigraft copolymers was 
shown using TMAFM and further demonstrated through dynamic interaction with the 
films surface by FMAFM. The side chain molecular weight and PMMA vol.% played a 
critical role in both the size and formation of PMMA rich domains. The phase images 
show that the MG 5.3-9.2-25.7 sample does display PMMA domains, but are large and 
loosely packed aggregates when compared to the samples composed of the larger 11.7 














Figure 4.6 FMAMF images of MG 11.7-2.6-16.0 (left) and MG11.7-6.1-34.0 (right) depicting both 




was observed as a result of the heterogeneity throughout the bulk material occurring 
from random branching and broad PDIs.  
The images discussed throughout this chapter can also be correlated to results 
on the mechanical properties where the longer PMMA side chains demonstrate more 
defined regions of phase separation, producing superior strength and recovery as seen 
in DMA, rheology, and tensile testing. It was also shown that doubling the PMMA vol.% 
of the longer PMMA graft side chains resulted in only a slight increase in the mean 
domain size, ~4 nm, but the number of domains was greatly reduced. The reduction in 
the number of PMMA domains could lead to more densely packed and entangled 
PMMA aggregates which would result in the superior strength of the MG 11.7-6.1-34.0 
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CHAPTER 5.  
THE SYNTHESIS OF ALL-ACRYLIC MULTIGRAFT COPOLYMERS 








Abstract   
This chapter highlights the advantages of the grafting through approach of an acrylic 
macromonomer, synthesized using anionic polymerization, because of the ability to 
synthesize multigraft copolymers with three-phases where the side chains consist of an 
acrylic block copolymer. We demonstrate, using similar methodology as in chapter 2, 
the synthesis and characterization of poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl methacrylate-
b-t-butyl acrylate) and subsequently poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-poly(methyl methacrylate-b-
acrylic acid). The final material consists of the same rubbery backbone and branched 
architecture but with amphiphilic block side chains, where both blocks of the graft side 
chains exhibit a Tg >100 oC and phase separate from poly(n-butyl acrylate). All the 
materials were carefully characterized using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
and size exclusion chromatography for their structural and compositional determination. 
Additionally, the thermal properties were investigated using thermogravimetric analysis 





All-acrylic copolymers consisting of rubbery and glassy segments are currently 
used as TPEs in the commercial market. One aspect that makes these materials 
attractive is the extensive library of usable acrylic monomers so that the desired 
properties such as oil or UV resistance and optical transparency can be retained while 
introducing the ability to further tailor physical properties like glass transition 
temperatures or to incorporate segments bearing functional groups to enhance the 
material’s solubility and physical properties. This can be extremely attractive for 
industries that manufacture cross-linked acrylic materials because it can imbed UV or 
thermal cross-linking sites during the initial polymerization and will not require post-
polymerization reactions or materials that increase cost and labor. 
 Currently in the commercial market companies like Arkema® have begun to 
produce functional triblock copolymers under their BlocBuilder® technology which has 
the capability to introduce and control the polymerization of a broad range of acrylate 
and methacrylate monomers. This enables the introduction of functional monomers into 
either the rubbery middle-block or the glassy end-blocks in a random arrangement. This 
produces the desired acrylic elastomer with tunable nanostructures and physical 
properties such as adhesion and absorbance. However, no branched architectures of 
all-acrylic compositions analogous to the above linear triblocks that incorporate 




 Our approach to producing all-acrylic multigraft copolymers using the grafting-
through method of an anionically polymerized macromonomer enables us to synthesize 
a novel system that consists of amphiphilic diblock copolymers as the high Tg side 
chains. In this chapter, the synthesis of a poly(methyl methacrylate-b-t-butyl acrylate) 
(PMMA-b-PtBA) macromonomer in order to produce a poly(n-butyl acrylate)-g-
poly(methyl methacrylate-b-acrylic acid) (PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PAA)) multigraft 
copolymers will be discussed. The final all-acrylic branched architecture containing 
PMMA-b-PAA side chains was targeted to investigate both the changes in mechanical 
behavior and self-assembly. Physically, incorporating the hydrophilic PAA block 
provides the ability to retain the low Tg backbone and high Tg side chain composition, 
both PMMA and PAA have Tgs >100 oC, with an advantage of introducing a block that 
can increase the physical crosslinking in the glassy domains by secondary, non-
covalent interactions. Also, from a morphological perspective, this approach attempts to 
create more defined phase boundaries between the glassy PMMA/PAA domains and 
the rubbery PnBA matrix, resulting from the larger Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 




Methyl methacrylate (MMA, Sigma-Aldrich, >99%), t-butyl acrylate (tBA, Sigma-




Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%), 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE, Sigma- Aldrich, >99%), benzene 
(Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.9) and 1-(tert-butyldimethylsiloxy)-3-butyl lithium (tBDMS-Li, FMC 
Lithium) were all purified according to standards required for anionic polymerization as 
previously reported.3-5 2,2-Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, Aldrich 90%) was recrystallized 
before use and the S-1-dodecyl-S’-(α,α’-dimethyl-α’’-acetic acid)trithiocarbonate chain 
transfer agent (CTA) was synthesized following the procedure previously published by 
Lai et al.6 The tert-butylammonium fluoride (Sigma-Aldrich, 1.0 M in THF) and p-
toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) was used as received. 
Triethylamine (TEA, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) and acryloyl chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥97%) 
were distilled over CaH2, stored over activated molecular sieves, and purged with Argon 
prior to use. 
 
5.2.2 Synthesis of the PMMA-b-PtBA Macromonomer 
The anionic polymerization to produce the PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer was 
carried out in sealed, all-glass apparatus using well documented high-vacuum 
polymerization techniques.7, 8 All the reagents in ampoules, including MMA, tBA, lithium 
chloride, DPE, and tBDMS-Li were attached to the reactor and introduced in the 
appropriate order after purging the reactor with a lithium-based washing solution. When 
constructing a diblock copolymer using sequential addition anionic polymerization the 
nucleophilicity of the living carbanion at the chain end of the first block must be greater 




of most acrylates are similar so in this case both MMA and tBA can be initiated by the 
other, however, according to literature the yield is higher when using PMMA as the first 
block, and why we chose to follow that methodology.9-13 The polymerization was 
performed in dry THF in a -78 oC acetone/dry ice bath. The polymerization of PMMA 
was initiated using a silyl-protected alkyl-lithium in order to yield a chain end functional 
group functional site for subsequent post-polymerization reactions.3-5 Prior to the 
introduction of MMA, the solution was a deep red color that is indicative of the living 
diphenylethyllithium species and becoming a pale yellow color with after the initiation of 
the MMA monomer. After 1h the tBA ampoule was cooled to -78 oC and the monomer 
was quickly introduced into the reactor. The living PMMA-b-PtBA was quenched with 
methanol after a total reaction time of 2 h and precipitated in a methanol/water (10:3) 
solution, and vacuum dried overnight at 60 oC.  
The synthetic procedure for producing hydroxyl-terminated PMMA-b-PtBA was 
performed by the simple desilylation reaction of the protecting group with excess 
tetrabutylammonium fluoride in dry THF for 18 h. The reaction took place under argon 
purge at room temperature. The resulting polymer was purified by removal of THF 
solvent and re-dissolving it into chloroform for removal of salt and excess 
tetrabutylammonium fluoride by liquid-liquid extraction using chloroform and water. The 
hydroxyl-terminated block copolymer was then re-precipitated and dried in the vacuum-
oven overnight. 




acryloyl chloride and the terminal alcohol present on the chain, in the presence of TEA. 
The dried polymer from the previous step was re-dissolved using dry THF from the 
vacuum line and purged with argon atmosphere. Slight excess stoichiometric amounts 
of TEA and acryloyl chloride were syringed in according to the calculated amount of 
hydroxyl-functionalized chain ends (-OH:TEA:acryloyl chloride, 1:1.5:1.5). The reaction 
was performed at room temperature and allowed to react for 18 h. Again, the excess 
TEA and salt produced was removed using a chloroform-water extraction and followed 
by freeze drying the polymer using benzene. This three step synthetic methodology 
produced quantitative yields of well-defined PMMA-b-PtBA chains with a terminal 
polymerizable head group. 
 
5.2.3 Synthesis of PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PAA) 
Initially the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) multigraft copolymer was successfully 
synthesized by RAFT radical polymerization using a trithiocarbonate chain transfer 
agent. The PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer, nBA, AIBN, and CTA reagents, were added 
to a single-neck round-bottom flask, capped with a rubber septum, equipped with a 
single side-arm with a stopcock and male glass joint and dissolved in 15 -20 mL of 
benzene. The polymer/solution mixture was placed on the high-vacuum line and 
subjected to 3 freeze/thaw cycles. After the last freeze/thaw cycle the mixture was 
sealed using the stopcock, warmed to room temperature, placed under slight argon 




place into a 75 oC oil bath and stirred vigorously. The reaction time was between 36-48 
h and terminated by introducing a 1 mL of methanol and rapidly cooling the reaction 
mixture with an ice bath for 5 minutes. 
 The purification of the newly synthesized multigraft copolymers was performed 
by adding THF to the solution, in order to reduce the viscosity of the reaction solution, 
and precipitating drop-wise into excess methanol. This procedure was performed twice; 
the first solution discarded will be milky in nature and contain partially soluble unreacted 
macromonomer while the second methanol precipitation yields a transparent discard 
solution. The pale yellowish, transparent material was then dried in the vacuum oven 
overnight at 60oC. A small amount ~100 mg of PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) multigraft 
copolymers was for characterization and the rest was used for the final step of the 
synthesis to obtain the all-acrylic multigraft copolymer with amphiphilic side chains.  
 The last step of the synthesis was to cleave the pendant t-butyl group of the 
PtBA block portion of the graft side chains in order to obtain the desired alcohol 
functionality. This step was performed according to previous literature where excess p-
toluenesulfonic acid was introduced to the multigraft copolymer/toluene solution in a 
distillation apparatus. The solution was then heated to slight reflux, ~110 oC, where the 
solution went from cloudy to transparent and left for 24 h. After allowing the solution to 
cool to room temperature, where the newly formed toluenesulfonic salt precipitated out, 
the solution was filtered and the excess toluene solvent was removed on the rotary 




water extraction and dried under vacuum at 60 oC for several days. The final product 
was a yellowish transparent material. 
 
5.3 Characterization 
Number-average molecular weights Mn and polydispersity indices Mw/Mn (PDI) of 
all samples were determined by size exclusion chromatography using a Polymer Labs 
GPC-120 unit equipped with a Precision Detector PD2040 (two-angle static light 
scattering detector), a Viscotek 220 differential viscometer, and a Polymer Labs 
differential refractometer. The elution solvent was THF with a flow rate of 1 ml/min at 40 
oC. The column set is Polymer Labs PLgel; 7.5 x 300 mm; 10 μm; 500; 10E3, 10E5, and 
10E6 Å. The calibration range was 600 to 7,500,000 g/mol using PMMA standards. 
Reported molecular weights were determined by light scattering using reported dn/dc 
values PMMA-b-PtBA and PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) samples, the refractive indices 
used were 0.087 mL/g for PMMA, 0.0512 mL/g for PtBA, and 0.085 mL/g for PnBA.14-17 
The dn/dc value for the diblock and terpolymers were calculated using the expression: 
(dn/dc)terpolymer = x (dn/dc)A + y (dn/dc)B + z (dn/dc)C 
where x, y, and z are the weight fractions of the A, B, and C components calculated by 
1H-NMR.18 
 1H-NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Varian Mercury 500 MHz 




The Tg of each multigraft copolymer, precursor macromonomer, and linear PnBA 
analog was determined by a TA Instruments Q-1000 differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) from a temperature range of -80 oC to 150 oC, at a heating rate of 10 oC/min, and 
2 minute isothermal holds at the minimum and maximum temperatures. The reported Tg 
was measured on the second of three scan cycles.  
 The thermal stability and decomposition thermogram were obtained for each 
multigraft copolymer, precursor macromonomer, and linear PnBA analog on a TA 
Instruments Q-50 TGA. A 10-20 mg sample was placed in a platinum pan and 
equilibrated at 30 oC. The temperature ramp rate was set to 10 oC/min over the range of 
30-600 oC under nitrogen atmosphere. 
 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 PMMA-b-PtBA Macromonomer 
The PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer was synthesized by anionic polymerization 
under high vacuum by glass-blowing techniques. The desired block copolymer was 
obtained by using sequential polymerization of MMA followed by the introduction of the 
second tBA monomer in THF at -78 oC. Scheme 5.1 shows the polymerization 
methodology, as well as, the post-polymerization reactions to produce the PMMA-b-
PtBA with a Mn of 9.6 kg/mol and a P.D.I. of 1.04 calculated by SEC, and exhibiting the 












The newly synthesized macromonomer was initially characterized using 1H-NMR 
to confirm the successful polymerization of the diblock copolymer, calculate the mole 
percentage (mol.%) of each acrylic block, and view manipulation of the polymer chain 
end to produce the block macromonomer. Figure 5.1 shows the NMR spectra of the 
terminal silyl-protected PMMA-b-PtBA (black), the hydroxyl terminated PMMA-b-PtBA 
(blue), and the PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer (red). Additionally, the PMMA-b-PtBA 
with the silyl-protected initiator was used to calculate the mol. % of each block by 
integrating the area under the pendent t-butyl group signal (9 H’s) of the PtBA block at 
1.43 ppm and the methoxy signal (3 H’s) of the PMMA block at 3.59 ppm. The mol.% 
calculated the block ratio to be 66.1 % for PMMA and 33.9 % of PtBA, corresponding to 
a Mn of 6.1 kg/mol and 3.5 kg/mol for PMMA and PtBA respectively. The figure also 
shows the desired disappearance of the Si-(CH3)2 protons at 0.00 ppm and the 
appearance of the vinyl signals between 5.80 and 6.20 ppm corresponding to the 








Figure 5.1. 1H-NMR spectra of the synthesized silyl-protected PMMA-b-PtBA (black), HO-
PMMA-b-PtBA (blue), and MM-PMMA-b-PtBA (red). The enlarged portions are to display the 
disappearance of the silyl-protecting group (black box) and the appearance of the vinyl 




5.4.2 All-Acrylic Multigraft Copolymers with Amphiphilic Graft 
Chains 
The all-acrylic multigraft copolymers with PMMA-b-PAA side chains were 
synthesized by RAFT polymerization of nBA and the PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer 
using the grafting-through approach, followed by the post-polymerization reaction to 
cleave the t-butyl group to convert this block to the desired PAA composition (Scheme 
5.2). The molecular weight and polydispersity were obtained by SEC equipped with light 
scattering detectors and can be viewed in Figure 5.2 where both the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-
PtBA) and PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer are presented. The precursor multigraft 
copolymer was used for molecular weight determination for two reasons, the first is to 
more accurately calculate and monitor the chain growth when compared to the 
macromonomer since it also exhibits the same composition and secondly to reduce the 
interaction with the silica gel columns that is generally experienced with polar functional 
groups, such as pyridines and alcohols, when using THF as the mobile phase.19, 20 The 
calculated Mn and PDI are 83.4 kg/mol and 1.67, respectively.  
The compositions of the multigraft copolymers were determined by 1H-NMR and 
represented in Figure 5.3. The spectra initially allowed for the qualitative incorporation 
of the PMMA-b-PtBA graft side chains seen by the characteristic signals of the t-butyl 
pendent group signal at 1.43 ppm of the PtBA block and the methoxy signal at 3.59 ppm 














Scheme 5.2. The synthetic procedure of grafting through using the anionically polymerized PMMA-b-PtBA 














matches that of the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) (blue spectrum). Additionally, in the PnBA-
g-(PMMA-b-PAA) spectrum (red) the disappearance of the C(CH3)3 signal indicates the 
quantitative cleaving of the t-butyl pendant group to yield the COOH functional group, 
thus converting the second block of the graft side chains to PAA. More specifically, the 
PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) spectrum (blue) allowed for the calculation of other necessary 
parameters such as average number of branch point junctions and volume percent 
(vol.%) of each component by integrating the methoxy proton signal of PMMA at 3.59 
ppm) to that of the β-CH2- proton signal at 3.84 ppm of the PnBA backbone. The results 
are seen in Table 5.1. 
The thermal properties were investigated for the PMMA-b-PtBA and PMMA-b-
PAA multigraft materials, as well as the corresponding block macromonomers and 
linear PnBA analog, to not only gain insight into their thermal stability but to obtain 
additional confirmation that the desired MGCP had been synthesized. Initially, DSC was 
performed to accurately characterize the glass transition temperature for the overall 
material and to see if the Tgs corresponding to the side chains are visible. Figure 5.4 
shows the DSC thermograms of the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) and PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-
PAA) multigraft copolymers where the Tg of the rubbery backbone is clearly visible 
around -50 oC is each sample. In order to investigate the presence of the PtBA, PAA, 
and PMMA blocks the region from 35 to 145 oC was enlarged in Figure 5.5, where both 
the PMMA-b-PtBA and PMMA-b-PAA macromonomers (top), as well as, the PnBA-g-









Figure 5.3. 1H-NMR of the PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer (black), the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) 
multigraft copolymer (blue), and the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PAA) multigraft copolymer (red). The 
enlarged portion illustrates the disappearance of the t-butyl pendent group after the post 















(kg/mol)  PDIe #f 




153.4 1.67 3.6 
MG PMMA-b-PAA 13.97  5.03 
aThe sample identification corresponds to either the macromonomer (MM) or the multigraft copolymer 
(MG) and the corresponding block copolymer side chain. bThe number average molecular weight 
calculated by SEC. cThe calculated volume percent of PMMA (first column) and PtBA or PAA (second 
column) using NMR. dPeak maximum molecular weight calculated by SEC. ePolydispersity index 
calculated by SEC. fThe average number of branch point junctions calculated by a combination of 










The plot of the PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer (top, blue line) exhibits a Tg for each 
block at 46.3 oC and 101.8 oC for PtBA and PMMA respectively. After cleaving the t-
butyl pendent group using p-toluenesulfonic acid, to yield PMMA-b-PAA, the Tg at 46.3 
oC is no longer present and the high Tg region was broadened and the median 
temperature increased to 112.3 oC, resulting from the overlap of the PMMA and the 
PAA block transition temperature. The enlarged region corresponding to PnBA-g-
(PMMA-b-PtBA) and PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PAA) materials do not clearly definitively depict 
the Tgs for the blocks of the graft side chains, which is often reported for graft 
architectures as a result of phase blending, side chain length, and mole ratio of the side 
chain monomer to the backbone monomer.21-24 However, there seems to be a slight 
change in the slope around 55 oC in the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) sample (bottom, blue 
line) that is not present in the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PAA) sample (bottom, black line) that 
would match that of the transition displayed by the linear side chain thermograms.  
TGA was used to investigate the thermal stability of the multigraft materials and 
compared to that of the block macromonomers. Figure 5.6 depicts the percent weight 
loss versus temperature for the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) and the PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-
PAA) plotted over their corresponding block copolymer side chains. It is immediately 
visible that the t-butyl group degrades very quickly around 220 oC and leaves a very 
sharp loss in weight with the remainder of the PMMA-b-PtBA polymer and PnBA-g-
(PMMA-b-PtBA) occurring over 300 to 430 oC, while the PMMA-b-PAA and PnBA-g-














Figure 5.4. DSC thermogram of the synthesized PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) (blue) and PnBA-g-
(PMMA-b-PAA) (black). The major Tg of the rubbery PnBA is visibly present and indicated 











Figure 5.5. Enlarged and zoomed region of the DSC thermogram of the poly(PMMA-b-PtBA) 
(top, blue line) and poly(PMMA-b-PAA) (top, black line) macromonomers and the PnBA-g-





200-275 oC and the remainder from 300 to 430 oC. Additionally, the same trend can be 
seen in the derivative weight loss versus temperature in Figure 5.7, further confirming 
the incorporation the PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer and the cleaving of the t-butyl 
group to yield the MGCP with amphiphilic grafted side chains. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
All-acrylic multigraft copolymers composed of block copolymer side chains were 
synthesized using the same reaction strategy as that employed for the first generation 
PnBA-g-PMMA materials, but by using a PMMA-b-PtBA macromonomer synthesized by 
sequential addition using anionic polymerization. We have demonstrated the wide 
variety of all-acrylic compositions that can be incorporated into these multigraft 
terpolymer TPEs. By using RAFT polymerization we were able to produce a branched 
polymer which incorporated multiple branch point junctions per chain and reached ~100 
kg/mol, with a fairly narrow PDI. The MGCP and the precursor materials were 
characterized using NMR, SEC, DSC, and TGA to not only qualitatively show the 
incorporation of the block macromonomer into the polymer backbone, but to also 
calculate molecular weight, volume fraction of each component, and number of branch 











Figure 5.6. TGA thermogram of the poly(PMMA-b-PtBA) macromonomer and PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-
PtBA) multigraft copolymer overlay (left) and the poly(PMMA-b-PAA) macromonomer and PnBA-










Figure 5.7. TGA thermogram of the derivative weight loss versus temperature of the 
precursor macromonomers and the PnBA backbone analog (top) and both the PnBA-
g-(PMMA-b-PtBA) and PnBA-g-(PMMA-b-PAA) (bottom) to show the disappearance of 
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CHAPTER 6.  







Abstract   
Throughout the last four chapters we have tried to systematically understand all-acrylic 
TPEs and furthermore what advantages are displayed by altering the architecture of the 
traditional linear MAM triblock copolymers. The initial step is to synthesize multigraft 
materials and illustrate how the synthetic procedure allows a level of control over 
composition and degree of branching for the bulk material. From here we were able to 
begin investigating what effect the glassy side chains would have on the mechanical 
properties of the material and in turn how this was correlated to the morphology 
displayed using AFM. After obtaining insight into the structure-property relationship of 
the simplest all-acrylic multigraft structure, we targeted a three-phase system where the 
glassy side chains were composed of block copolymers which both had a Tg >100 oC 
but with different side chain polarity, which was achieved and demonstrates the 
versatility of the all-acrylic system and of the synthetic approach. Our work here serves 
to be the basis of future targeted compositions and architectures of multigraft 
copolymers in order to obtain, and tailor, recyclable materials for uses as elastic and 
impact resistant applications. Concluding remarks and future direction will be discussed 




6.1 Concluding Remarks 
As stated in the introduction, there are currently thermoplastic elastomers in the 
commercial market based on the linear triblock copolymers, with the examples of SIS, 
SBS, and MAM being the most prevalent. Although the stiffness and elongation of the 
all-acrylic materials are not comparable to the values seen in SIS TPEs, it has been 
demonstrated previously in the literature and throughout this dissertation that 
manipulating the architecture of the general ABA linear analog results in improvements 
of both the elongation and strength of the material. Future attention to optimizing and 
producing new materials of this type must be diligently investigated as a result of 
commercial demands and the available niche market for novel, and superior, 
technologies based on non-chemically cross-linked TPEs.   
 The initial goal for this project was to demonstrate a synthetic procedure that can 
produce all-acrylic branched materials with the ability to alter the composition, structure, 
extend to include additional blocks and/or functional units, and to yield enough material 
to undergo thorough mechanical characterization; which usually requires multiple grams 
of material. In chapters 2 and 5 we have shown that the use of anionic and controlled 
radical polymerization to produce the acrylic macromonomer and the randomly 
branched all-acrylic structure via the grafting through approach to be successful in 
achieving all of the desired synthetic goals. In addition to the synthesis, this 
methodology also allowed for in depth structural and compositional characterization by 




fractions, branch point incorporation, molecular weights, and molecular weight 
distributions. Additionally, DSC and TGA were employed to confirm the presence of 
each domain and to establish the materials’ thermal characteristics, more specifically 
Tgs and degradation temperatures, which are prerequisites to mechanical testing and 
annealing conditions for morphology studies.  
 The characterization of the bulk mechanical properties exhibited by the all-acrylic 
multigraft samples was performed by DMA, rheology, and tensile testing to investigate 
the strength and elasticity, and their dependence on the side chain molecular weight, 
number of branch point junctions, and volume ratio between the plastic and elastic 
phases. The results obtained by DMA and rheology both illustrate the importance of 
higher molecular weight PMMA side chains to both increase the films stiffness and 
extend the working temperature range by roughly 25 oC. Furthermore, tensile testing 
confirmed the thermoplastic elastomer behavior and again showed increased stiffness 
with increasing PMMA content.   
 AFM was used to observe the presence of phase separation and to understand 
the role of morphology in regards to the observed mechanical properties. AFM was able 
to detect the presence of phase separation between the PMMA side chains and the 
PnBA backbone by mapping the elastic moduli of the plastic nanoscale domains and 
the continuous rubbery matrix. The results showed that the longer PMMA side chain 
produces more defined phase boundaries with more densely packed hard domains 




increasing the χN value. Additionally, by increasing the PMMA vol.% of the larger 
molecular weight PMMA side chain the mean domain size remained relatively constant, 
but did result in fewer hard domains present over the probed area. Work included in the 
morphology section, chapter 4, is on-going and we intend to support the AFM results 
with TEM and SAXS through collaboration to definitively report the bulk morphology and 
phase domain characteristics of the all-acrylic multigraft copolymer system reported in 
this dissertation. 
 In conclusion this project has been successful in synthesizing all-acrylic multigraft 
copolymers with trifunctional branch point junctions, along with conducting a 
fundamental investigation into the influence of compositional and branching parameters 
on their physical properties and morphology. We have also shown how TPEs made of 
acrylic monomers have the additional obstacles of higher entanglement molecular 
weights of the rubbery phase and the less favorable Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter, when compared to isoprene-styrene systems, which results in materials with 
very distinct mechanical properties. However, manipulating the molecular architecture 
has resulted in an increase in the materials performance and allows for novel structures 
and compositions to be aspired to. 
 
6.2 Future Work 
The versatile approach to produce all-acrylic branched materials using the 




available acrylates will lead to more complex architectures to enhance the desired 
physical properties exhibited by acrylic containing TPEs. The immediate focus will be on 
synthesizing a catalog of multigraft materials containing amphiphilic side chains and 
characterizing their physical properties and bulk morphologies. Additionally, in chapter 5 
we highlighted the ability to synthesize the block macromonomer using sequential 
addition and that the acrylic monomer order is not restricted. This allows the ability to 
investigate the effect of the difference of the hydrophilic block of the side chain in 
relation to the backbone by synthesizing a PAA-b-PMMA macromonomer, with similar 
volume fraction to the PMMA-b-PAA macromonomer, and subsequently comparing their 
physical properties and morphology.  
 The second focus will be on attempts to produce an all-acrylic multigraft 
copolymer with the ‘centipede’ architecture by synthesizing a difunctional (double tailed) 
macromonomer. The increase in number of PMMA side chains at a branch point 
junction should increase the strength of the material by enhancing the physical cross 
linked domains and allowing to increase the PMMA vol. % without having to interrupt 
the molecular weight of the backbone between branch point junctions. The successful 
production of a multifunctional macromonomer would again allow for seemingly endless 
opportunities to expand the available catalog of all-acrylic TPEs in order to produce 
well-tailored materials based on the fundamental, and systematic, changes in 




direction of tailoring architecture and the incorporation of functional monomer segments 
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